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WELCOME

Dr Patrick Jordan

Roger Coleman

Contemporary
Trends Institute

Helen Hamlyn
Research Centre

Dear Delegate
It gives us great pleasure to welcome you to include 2001. This is a new and
exciting venture for the RCA and the CTI, and one that we hope will become
a regular feature in the inclusive design calendar.
The object of the conference is to build bridges between researchers,
practitioners and the companies that are beginning to see inclusive design
as a strategy around which social and commercial objectives can converge.
Social inclusion is now high on the political agenda across Europe, the
USA and elsewhere, and the concept of inclusive design gives a practical
dimension to these aspirations.
The conference is an opportunity for people from the often separate communities of research and business to come together, survey best practice, and
confront the challenges of implementing inclusive design solutions in ways
that match our aspirations for an inclusive society. In the process we will
engage in discussions and debate, listen to a range of exciting and thoughtprovoking papers and presentations, construct timelines mapping the past,
present, and future of the subject, and most importantly spend three days in
each others company.
The key outcome for us all, beyond bringing ourselves up to date, is to build
the networks that will spearhead design practice in the coming years and
deliver a more humane and human-centred world for the future.
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TIMETABLE -

Wednesday 18 April

morning

LECTURE THEATRE ONE (11.45 - 13.00)
Philosophies & Approaches (1) Chaired by Prof Bill Green
• The public view of universal design, a Western Australian case study
Alun Price, Curtin University of Technology (Australia) >see page 28
• Overcoming the obstacles to inclusive design
Ruth Morrow, University of Sheffield (UK) >see page 29
• Reception: users' ways of operating
Michael Kin Wai Siu, School of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
>see page 30
• Perception and experience in research for inclusive design
Stella Boess, Staffordshire University (UK) >see page 31
• Ingredients for innovation - intermittent sparks of genius or sustained,
systematic combustion
John Mitchell, Ergonova Associates (UK) >see page 32

LECTURE THEATRE TWO (11.45 - 13.00)
Better Buildings Chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
• The influence of colour on the inclusivity of an environment
Rachael Luck, Research Group for Inclusive Environments,
University of Reading (UK) >see page 34
• The development of an auditory navigation beacon for building
emergency egress
Peter Rutherford, Virtual Acoustics Laboratory, University of Leeds (UK)
>see page 36
• From sheltered housing to lifetime homes: an inclusive approach to housing
Dr Julienne Hanson, University College London (UK) >see page 38
• Just another disability; making design dementia friendly
Sally Stewart, Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow School of Art (UK)
>see page 39
• Adaptable housing: barriers to its provision in the private speculative
housing sector
Louise Weissel, University of Sydney (Australia) >see page 40
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afternoon
LECTURE THEATRE ONE (14.00 - 15.15)
User-Centred Design Chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
• Users as designers
Oya Demirbilek, University of New South Wales (Australia) >see page 41
• The Patient Designer: An Inclusive Approach to Healthcare Technology
Prof Martin Woolley, Goldsmiths College, University of London (UK) >see page 43
• Empathic Concept Design for Visually Impaired People
Kari Honka, University of Art and Design, Helsinki (Finland) >see page 45
• Participatory design: a user-centred design method as a tool in inclusive design
Prof Marcelo Marcio Soares, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (Brazil)
>see page 47
• 18 brownies came to visit
Martin Bontoft, IDEO (UK/USA) >see page 48

LECTURE THEATRE TWO (14.00 - 15.15)
Mobility & Travel Chaired by Prof Bill Green
• Accessibility - a low cost, passive node way-finding system
Neil D Hamilton, Maria Healthcare Networks Group (UK) >see page 49
• Transport information for people with learning difficulties
Nick Tyler, University College London (UK) >see page 51
• Younger and older drivers
Daniel Formosa, Daniel Formosa Design Inc (USA) >see page 53
• Countryside access for all
Yvonne Howard, JMU Access Partnership (UK), Royal National Institute for the
Blind (UK) >see page 54

VARIOUS VENUES (15.45 - 17.00): Workshops
• Include the wrong & exclude the right? How proper communication in interdisciplinary design-teams leads to an inclusive design process that includes the right
Roel Kahmann & Lilian Henze, P5 (Netherlands) >see page 55
• Assessing accessibility
Dr Patrick Langdon et al, University of Cambridge (UK) >see page 56
• Sound and the modern office - inclusive factors for hearing-impaired office
workers
Pierre Chigot, Ecophon (Sweden) >see page 57
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TIMETABLE -

Thurs 19 April

morning

LECTURE THEATRE ONE (11.45 - 13.00)
Design Opportunities (1) Chaired by Prof Bill Green
• Designing pleasurable technology for elders
Jodi Forlizzi, Carnegie Mellon University (USA) >see page 59
• Ceramic tableware design and the needs of elderly people
Helena Leppanen, University of Art and Design Helsinki (Finland) >see page 60
• Us vs. Them: designing for all of us
Aaron E Sklar, IDEO (UK/USA) >see page 61
• Designing for diversity: age-related bodily and cultural changes affecting
fashion design for women
Sonja Iltanen, University of Art and Design Helsinki (Finland) >see page 62
• Future proof homes
Alison Pearce, Future Proof Home (UK) >see page 64

LECTURE THEATRE TWO (11.45 - 13.00)
Design Opportunities (1) Chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
• A preliminary investigation into use of the WWW by older people
K M Hodsoll, University of Birmingham (UK) >see page 65
• Designing for older adults: computer system design
Mary C A Sheard, University of Bristol (UK) >see page 66
• The total access system: providing universal access to smart environments
Neil G Scott, The Archimedes Project, Stanford University (USA) >see page 67
• Inclusive guidelines for human-computer interaction
Colette Nicolle, HUSAT Research Institute, Loughborough University (UK)
>see page 67
• Forms of visibility: ways of seeing
Dr Rob van Kranenburg, De Balie, University of Amsterdam (Netherlands)
>see page 70
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afternoon
LECTURE THEATRE ONE (14.00 - 15.15)
Philosophies and Approaches Chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
• A practical inclusive design approach
Dr Simeon Keates, Cambridge University Engineering Department (UK) >see page 72
• Touching on sound thoughts
John Olley, School of Architecture, University College Dublin (Ireland) >see page 74
• Pitfalls of inclusive design or 'the banana skin theory of design for able people'
Josef Bar-Pereg, University of Applied Science Dessau (Germany) >see page 75
• Disabled students and assistive technology in further and higher education:
Ozcan Konur, Rehabilitation Resource Centre, London (UK) >see page 76

LECTURE THEATRE TWO (14.00 - 15.15)
Information Design Chaired by Prof Bill Green
• Beyond deconstruction: addressing conflicts between graphic design culture and
the needs of older adults
Zoe Strickler, School of Nursing, University of Connecticut (USA) >see page 77
• Tactile graphics: under-used aids for blind and partially sighted people
Helen Petrie, National Centre for Tactile Diagrams, University of Hertfordshire (UK)
>see page 79
• Creating accessible graphic and cognitive formats for use in educational, museum
and other public display situations
Julia Cassim, Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, Royal College of Art (UK) >see page 80

VARIOUS VENUES (15.45 - 17.00): Workshops
• What’s going to make design for all catch on?
Lindsey Etchell, Ricability (UK) >see page 81
• Creative community formation
Denis D O’Brien, Open University Business School (UK) >see page 82
• Signage for all
Gill Whitney, Royal National Institute for the Blind (UK) >see page 83
• Educators roundtable
Andrew Walker et al, Architectural Association (UK) >see page 84
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TIMETABLE -

Friday 20 April

morning

LECTURE THEATRE ONE (11.45 - 13.00)
Design Opportunities (2) Chaired by Prof Bill Green
• Inclusivity, product development and the built environment
Helen Allen, JMU Access Partnership, Royal National Institute for the Blind (UK)
>see page 85
• Inclusive ideation: smartphone services for all
Lauren A Peacock, Dr Patrick W Jordan and Rie Imai, Symbian (UK) >see page 86
• Product design trends adn the future body of knowledge required for the
inclusive design and services
Vesna Popovic, Queensland University of Technology (Australia) >see page 88
• Experiences of user-centred design of information adn communication technologies
with disabled and elderly people: the work of the Sensory Disabilities Research Unit
Helen Petrie, University of Hertfordshire (UK) >see page 90

LECTURE THEATRE TWO (11.45 - 13.00)
Design Tools Chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
• The development of a computer design tool for virtual user trials:
data collection methods
Diane E Gyi, Loughborough University (UK) >see page 92
• The Ritsumeikan DAITS programme: linking device development with design
and dissemination
Monte Cassim, Center for Global Education and Research,
Ritsumeikan University (Japan) >see page 93
• How to assess whether new technology is necessarily better technology
Dr P John Clarkson, Cambridge University Engineering Department (UK)
>see page 94
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afternoon
VARIOUS VENUES (14.00 - 17.15): Workshops
• InteractIve Third Age Workshop
David Hitchcock, TAURUS, University of Loughborough (UK) >see page 95
• Modularity with versatility in housing adaptations: putting the user into the
manufacturing process
Andrew Atkinson, South Bank University (UK >see page 96
• Development of a tool for addressing the US FCC Universal Design Guidelines
Stephen B Wilcox, Design Science (USA) >see page 97
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TIMELINE WORKSHOPS
The Include 2001 timeline workshop & debate (1951-2060)
Led by Prof Patricia Moore and Dr Patrick Jordan

The Three Timeline Rooms

The following notes indicate what you can expect to find in each of the 3 interactive
Timeline Workshop Rooms. Delegates will be invited to make contributions to all
3 Rooms throughout INCLUDE 2001. Cards will be issued at paper sessions on which
you can record ideas, questions etc relevant to any or all of the 3 Rooms. These will
be collected and analysed, displayed by the timeline team and delegates can also add
their own mateials at any time.
1. The future mapping room (2001-2060)

Champion: Prof Alastair Macdonald, Glasgow School of Art

This room will explore design opportunities created by emerging materials and technologies as they converge with changing lifestyles and demographic trends over coming
decades eg future products and services that would enhance work and play, social
interaction, independence, in the context of changing ranges of abilities that come with
ageing, illness or disability and advances in materials, technology and increasing
computer power.
2. The obstacles & solutions room (2001)

Champion: Roger Coleman, Helen Hamlyn Research Centre

This room will generate debate on current opportunities, obstacles to the up-take of
inclusive design, focussing on Design, Research, Industry and Societal factors.
3. The history room (1951-2001)

Champion: Cherie Lebbon, Helen Hamlyn Research Centre

The History Room charts the past 50 years of inclusive design activities against
world-wide events and legislation. Delegate additions are welcome.
a) Context: significant world wide events... Additions should include the date, the
name of the event, where it happened and consequences for inclusive design
b) (Inclusive) design and research activities: guidelines, publications, exhibitions,
products, events etc, ie dates, who was responsible, what and where it was.
c) Legislation towards inclusive design: laws and acts that account for the needs of
excluded groups of people. ie dates, title of law/act, country where it is implemented.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Adrian Berry
Factory, UK

Graduated with a BSc Honours degree in Engineering Product
Design in 1984. He then joined Pentagram Design working for
Kenneth Grange until moving to Seymour Powell in 1987 and
becoming a business partner. In 1997 he joined forces with
fellow SP partner Adam White and founded Factory Design,
a company with Transport, Product and Packaging design
at it’s core. Work includes strategic product development
programmes for international companies including British
Airways, Lever Fabergé, and London Transport. Recently
launched products include an interior re-design - for British
Airways’ Concorde. His work has won awards with the D&AD
and with the Design Business Association and he sits on many
industry judging panels.

Alessandro Coda
Fiat Group, Italy

Born 1960, Turin, Italy. Graduated in Electronic Engineering
from the Politecnico di Torino in 1987. Mr Coda has worked
at the Fiat Research Centre in Orbassano, Turin, since 1987
and is now Director of the Fiat Autonomy Programme which
encompasses all Fiat Group companies offering products and
services for those with impaired mobility. He also promotes
the Fiat Autonomy Programme and Fiat Group activities
relating to the mobility of elderly and disabled people throughout Europe and contributes to a European project working
on technical, legal and institutional mobility issues.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
RogerColeman
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, UK

Roger is senior Research Fellow and Director of the Helen
Hamlyn Research Centre at the Royal College of Art (RCA)
since 1999. The Centre explores social change issues as
they affect design, through a programme of research, events,
exhibitions and publications. Specialising in design and ageing,
he established the DesignAge programme at the RCA in 1991
and the European Design for Ageing Network in 1994. A 1994
Queen’s Anniversary Prize was awarded to the RCA in recognition of the DesignAge programme and Roger received a 2000
Sir Misha Black Award for Innovation in Deisgn Education. He
is a director of R&D company London Innovation, and a Jury
member for the RSA Student Design Awards. He has lectured
in the UK, Europe, North America, Japan and Australia.

Nick Dormon
Coley Porter Bell/The Henley Centre, UK

Nick has extensive international product design experience
having worked with IDEO Product development for over
13 years and then The Fourth Room, a business development
network. His work focuses on human/consumer issues and
understanding leading edge technologies. Nick has worked
with clients in Denmark, US and Taiwan developing product
designs ranging from telephones, furniture and marine GPS
products. Nick ran an innovation strategy programme for
Steelcase, the worlds largest contract furniture company,
exploring the future of the workplace. Nick also ran a design
team that developed a communication piece for BBC digital
radio that explored and visualized design, service and feature
possibilities for digital radio. At Coley Porter Bell he brings this
unique blend of design, technology and user understanding
to their brand expertise for service, product and packaging
innovation and development.
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Innes Ferguson
Transport for London, UK

Innes is Principal of Product Design for TfL (Transport
for London) the organisation responsible for delivering bus,
river, tram, taxi, street management, Victoria Coach Station,
Docklands Light Railway and shortly the Tube services.
His remit includes commissioning designs for customer facing
products, writing specifications and strategy documents and
consultancy to internal and external clients. Projects have
included Help points, level access ramps, lighting/cable
management systems and bus shelters. Trained at Glasgow
School of Art and the RCA, Innes is also involved in various
education initiatives and is a board member of UKiiD, The United
Kingdom Institute for Inclusive Design.

Prof Bill Green
University of Canberra, Australia

Bill graduated in Industrial Design in the dark ages and has
been involved in professional design, education and research
for 40 years. His work in England, Australia and Holland has
focussed on human centred design and he has been active
internationally in promoting the links between ergonomics and
design. He was Professor of Applied Ergonomics and Design
and Head of Industrial Design at TUDelft until his recent
return to University of Canberra, Australia. He is chairman of
the Technical Products group of the IEA and maintains close
associations with both the ergonomics and design communities
worldwide.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Melanie Howard
Future Foundation, UK

Melanie worked in marketing, research and fore-casting with
Ogilvy and Mather and the Henley Centre before co-founding
the Future Foundation with Michael Willmott in 1996 to bring
a greater understanding of social and consumer trends to
business planning and to promote the concept of corporate
social responsibility. Her areas of special interest include
exploring the network society; the impact of changing gender
roles; the emergence of ethical consumption; and the transforming potential of new media and technology. Clients
include First Direct, BT, Carlton Television and the DTI.
Published reports include The 24 Hour Society, The Responsible
Organisation and A 21st Century Gender Perspective - a recent
collaboration with the Women’s National Commission. She is a
frequent speaker and provider of media comment.

Dr Patrick Jordan
Contemporary Trends Institute, UK

Pat is Head of the Contemporary Trends Institute [CTI] and
Head of User Research at Symbian, a joint venture owned by
Motorola, Nokia, Psion, Ericsson and Panasonic. Formerly, Pat
was Director of Trends and Identity at Philips Electronics, with
responsibility for communicating brand image. He has over 60
publications in peer reviewed journals, books and conference
proceedings and has won numerous professional awards. He
has written or edited 5 books and is currently Europe’s best
selling author in his field. Pat has a visiting lectureship at
London College of Fashion. His forthcoming book Supertrends
will be released by Kogan-Page in 2002.
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Prof Peter Lansley
University of Reading, UK

Until recently, Peter was involved mainly with helping
construction and engineering firms improve their performance,
currently he is engaged in national research and
development initiatives to meet the needs of older people
and those of physically, sensory and mentally impairment.
He chairs the EPSRC EQUAL Committee. He has advised
national and international bodies on organisational development
issues and governments on the evaluation and assessment
of research and innovation programmes. He has published
widely on organisational performance, innovation, research
into practice, and the role of the professions.

Cherie Lebbon
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, UK

Cherie started her professional life as a product designer with a
desire to create things her granny would be happy to buy
from Woolworths. She has maintained this ambition be developing her research interests through user centred design
approaches and inclusive design. Prior to joining the Helen
Hamlyn Research Centre at the RCA she worked full time for
12 years in Design education and continues as guest lecturer
and external examiner.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Prof Alastair Macdonald
Glasgow School of Art, UK

Alastair is Head of Department of Product Design Engineering
(PDE) at Glasgow School of Art. PDE challenges the traditional
approach to mechanical engineering education and has
provided an exemplar for other courses in the UK and
overseas. PDE tackles issues from a human-centred point
of view: human factors and aesthetics concerns are as
integral as engineering and science. Alastair lectures and publishes widely, particularly in human factors, inclusive design,
aesthetics-related
issues,
and
futures
technologies.

Prof Patricia Moore
Arizona State University, USA

Patricia is an internationally renowned gerontologist and
designer. For three years (1979-1982), in an exceptional and
daring experiment, Moore travelled throughout the United
States and Canada disguised as a woman of more than 80 years
old. With her body altered to simulate the normal sensory
changes associated with aging, she was able to respond to
people, products, and environments as an elder. Patricia was
presented with the 1997 Professional Recognition Award by
the Arizona Design Institute for fostering excellence in design
and support to design education and is the 2000-2001 Visiting
Professor of Design at Arizona State University. She has been
named by ID Magazine as one of The 40 Most Socially Conscious
Designers in the world and was selected by a consortia of
editors and organizations as one of The 100 Most Important
Women in America in 2000.
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Jeremy Myerson
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, UK

Jeremy is Director of the Helen Hamlyn Research Centre at the
Royal College of Art, whose focus is inclusive design. A writer,
editor and researcher specialising in design and architecture,
he is a graduate of the RCA and a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Arts. He was founder-editor of Design Week, established in
1986 as the world’s first weekly news magazine for designers
and their clients and a former Editor of Creative Review and
Managing editor of World Architecture. Books include New Public
Architecture (Calmann & King), Design Renaissance (Open Eye
Publishing), New Workspace: New Culture (Gower) and The
Creative Office ((Calmann & King). Exhibitions include the 1993
Catalyst exhibition on British design at the Singapore Design
Centre for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. He has
appeared regularly on BBC News 24 as design correspondent.

Prof Alan Newell
University of Dundee, UK

Alan has been researching into computer systems to assist
older people and people with disabilities for nearly
30 years. In 1995 he was awarded the Lloyd of Kilgerran Prize
(the Foundation for Science and Technology) and in 2000 an
MBE for services to IT and communication for people with disabilities. He was a lecturer in Electronics at Southampton U
niversity from 1970 and in 1980 appointed to a chair at DundeeUniversity. He is a member of UK Government’s Foresight
Panel, which is advising the UK’s research and commercial
sectors on the effects of an Ageing Population on social,
economic and market trends. He is currently Head of Applied
Computing Department and has has published over 200 papers,
16 book chapters, and holds 12 patents. Professor Newell is
also a Honorary Fellow Royal College of Speech and Language
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Bruce Nussbaum
Business Week, USA

Bruce has been Business Week’s editorial page editor since
February 1993. He is also responsible for editing the magazine’s
weekly Economic Viewpoint column. Bruce joined Business
Week in 1976 and started the international finance section. In
1980, he became head of the foreign news section, focusing
particularly on international finance, international business
and technological change. In 1985, he left Business WeekEK
for six months to become executive editor of Manhattan, Inc,
and returned to Business Week in 1986 as senior writer.
Prior to joining Business Week, Bruce was a reporter for the
Far Eastern Economic Review and The American Banker. In
addition to his numerous cover stories for the magazine, heis
the author of two books: 'The World After Oil: The Shifting
Axis of Power' and 'Wealth and Good Intentions.' He is a
regular commentator for the Wirtschafts Woche magazine in
Germany. Bruce is a recipient of awards from the Sigma Delta
Chi Journalism Society, the Overseas Press Club, the West
Point Society, and Hofstra University’s School of Business. He
holds a BA in political science from Brooklyn College and
an MA in political science and political economy from the
University of Michigan. He is a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations and has served as a Peace Corps Volunteer
in the Phillipines.
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Sue O'Neill
B&Q, UK

Sue is the Diversity Co-ordinator for B&Q; Sue is responsible
for the Disability Awareness programme at B&Q including
the implementation and rollout to over 23,000 staff, training
in disability both for customers and employees. B&Q has an
inclusive approach to Disability and all B&Q stores are built
to be accessible, as well as stocking a range of products
under the heading ‘Daily Living Made Easier’ these are
products with features that make them easier to use for all
customers. Sue also advises on all aspects of Diversity & Equal
Opportunities. Sue joined B&Q as a Personnel and Training
Manager in 1993 and has worked as an Operations Manager
with B&Q before joining the Diversity Dept.
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The Public View of Universal Design:
a Western Australian Case Study
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Alun Price
Curtin University of Technology, Australia

Abstract

This presentation will explore the outcomes of a Universal Design project which
has run for the last two years in Australia. In 1999 the Western Australian Office
of Seniors Interests, and the School of Design at Curtin University, organised a
national, public design competition based on the principles of universal design.
It became one of the key events in Western Australia’s celebration of the
‘International Year of Older Persons’. It was organised in conjunction with a
national conference ‘Universal Design - Designing for everyone’, to coincide with
the competition judging. The Internal judges included Roger Coleman, John Salmen
and Ishi Masaaki Shiriaishi. The competition themes were: Domestic; Habitat;
Technology and Communications and Transport. There was also a call for suggestions
of things which, in the view of community members, should be designed.
In 2000 the competition was run for a second time, and this time there were
some changes to the categories used. Categories used were: Living Space/Habitat;
Technology/Communications; Wellbeing; and Mobility/Transport. Over both these
competitions there have been hundreds of innovations and designs, from a vast
range of members of the community, from primary school children to established
professional designers. The outcomes have reflected the real concern for universal
design and universal access. The projects have included well-resolved original
designs, such as an easy-pour jug, which can be tilted without being lifted, and
clever ideas, such as one child’s idea for glow-in-the-dark inhalers.
This presentation sets out to provide the background to the genesis of the competition
and to show examples of designs and ideas coming from the greater community.
It intends to make the point that universal design can be widely integrated into
society, through the education system and by articulation through government
departments.
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Overcoming the Obstacles to Inclusive Design
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Ruth Morrow
University of Sheffield, UK

Abstract

This paper seeks to anticipate some of the factors that prevent inclusive design
principles from being adopted within institutions or companies. It builds on
the author’s experience of introducing inclusive design both within schools of
architecture and the architecture profession.
The world of architecture would appear to be one of the disciplines most resistant
to the adoption of inclusive design principles and hence provides the ideal/worstcase scenario from which other disciplines can learn. When faced with inclusive
design the response from the professions typically includes - “it’s too expensive,
but we already design for all people” or “designing inclusively dulls innovation”.
This paper will confront such perceptions and respond positively with an examination
of our current definitions and conceptions of inclusive design, design and the role
of the professional. By exposing the difficulties inherent in adopting an inclusive
approach, it is hoped that others who seek to create inclusive products and
processes can avoid the common frustrations and accelerate the rate of change.

Biography

Ruth Morrow, has taught inclusive design since 1994 in various schools of
architecture in both Britain and Ireland. Prior to her current position as lecturer
and first year coordinator of the architecture degree course at the University of
Sheffield, she coordinated a pedagogical research projec based in the school of
architecture in UCD, Dublin. This research project sought to imbed inclusive design
both within the school and across the architecture profession. She has published
widely on the subject of inclusive design; her most recent contribution has been
to the Universal Design Handbook published in May 2001.
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Reception: Users’ Ways of Operating
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Dr Kin Wai Michael Siu
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Abstract

The concept that 'all should be included' is receiving greater attention in design
practice. Whether all can really benefit according to their individual and diverse
needs and wants is questionable. Design practice still places its focus on producers
and products rather than on users. This does not mean that the user-oriented
approach has not been spoken of, in fact, the user-oriented approach has been highly
valued as a panacea for a successful design. However, complaints about user-unfit
designs are still received. One of the major reasons is that users’ practices have
seldom been seriously investigated or well-respected, and final decision-making is in
turn still heavily reliant on designers. In other words, no matter how much lip-service
is paid to putting users on a very high level of consideration, designers still position
themselves as professionals in the sense of being the only experts at designing
things, and at generating perfect designs, judged from the designer’s point of view.
To develop a new way of seeing the inclusive approach to design, by reviewing the
ideas of 'reception', this paper attempts to explore the theory that users are active
agents who have their own tactics for interacting with and negotiating strategies
and implementations promulgated by designers. Thus, to successfully design for all,
designers should not cite user-fit as a fashionable slogan without respecting users’
practices. Instead of trying to produce perfect designs claimed to meet the needs
and wants of all, and trying to convince users of what they ought to want and follow,
designers should allow 'space' for users to actualise designs by filling in the gaps or
indeterminacies in the meanings of designs.

Biography

Dr Kin Wai Michael Siu is an Assistant Professor in the School of Design at The Hong
Kong Polytechnic University. He is a Chartered Engineer and Chartered Designer, and
a Fellow of the RSA and the College of Preceptors. His principal areas of research
interest are: design and culture; need identification and user participation. He is now
participating in a research project entitled 'Area of Strategy Development: Training for
Creativity and Innovation by Product and Process Design (The New Learning Factory)'.
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Perception and Experience in Research for Inclusive Design
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Stella Boess
Staffordshire University, UK

Abstract

At present, theoretical models of an inclusive design process tend to focus on
managing stakeholder inputs. Methods serve to facilitate and make efficient the
organisation of task distribution. However, methods under-determine social reality
by limiting the data that are taken to be valid in informing conclusions. There are
theories, on the other hand, which postulate that humans use possibly undeterminable
elements of complex reality to shape - and change - their world view.
Individually, we use emotions to encourage ourselves to affirm or reject a culture we
encounter. On that basis, we may decide to take rational steps, for example joining
in a protest, as a result of perceived or experienced inequalities. Our perceptiveness
and ability to experience are ‘tools’ which we use to assess a culture for its effectiveness in meeting our needs. They are then, ‘native’ assessment tools which form the
basis for action. Ergonomics, design, sociology, and anthropology belong to a group
of disciplines, ‘the professions’, dealing with tools - or the absence of tools - to
observe interactions between (corporate) systems and individuals. These disciplines,
in at least the last 35 years, have been influenced by emancipatory movements and
this has led for example to the use of ethnomethodology in HCI design.
Working in a ‘local’ context enables an outsider to link a ‘native’s’ description of
their experience to the environment which the outsider also sees. That is a process,
I suggest, that a researcher’s rationalisation of their own experience can come to
include the reasoning of people they conclude or design for. ‘Native’ individuals’
perceptions and experiences ‘in context’ can be transported into design and management processes. The aim of this presentation is to promote the consideration of
these issues in the methods discussion. A qualifying constraint is that this happens
as an embedding of consumer needs. Examples will be given.
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Ingredients for Innovation – Intermittent Sparks of Genius
or Sustained, Systematic Combustion?
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
John Mitchell, Jude Bennington, John McClenahan and Chris Ramsden
King’s Fund/ Ergonova Associates, UK

Abstract

Ineffective or badly chosen products offer few long-term benefits. Consumers
cannot use them effectively (1). Providers do not gain when consumers remain
dependent. Manufacturers get no competitive edge from ineffective products. These
separate stakeholders are actually inter-related ‘components’ in a loosely-connected
and ‘poorly evidenced’ system of product choice and innovation. Each depends on the
others and can no more function in isolation than a piston or spark outside their engine.
The ‘components’ were briefly assembled by the King’s Fund and the Royal
College of Art, during the 1960s to systematically collect (2) evidence about
the problems caused for users by ineffective hospital beds. The resulting
specification (3) revolutionised bed design, benefited users and the NHS and enabled
UK manufacturers to dominate world markets (4). After this spark of genius, the
project finished, the ‘components’ fell apart once more, evidence from users ceased,
UK innovation went into a ‘timewarp’ and manufacturers began losing their newly
acquired markets. Stakeholders have a great deal to gain from re-connecting themselves and from coaxing such intermittent ‘sparks’ of genius’ into sustained process
of innovation that automatically generates the evidence that stakeholders need
to use their resources effectively. Neither choice nor innovation can be improved
without valid evidence about consumers’ problems, preferences and ideas for
improvement. The Fund and Ricability have therefore worked with stakeholders
to develop better methods for revealing and responding to their requirements for
healthcare beds (5), wheelchairs (6) and for costing the benefits of better products (7).
The main lessons learned are:
• since products are for their users the starting point for innovation and creativity
must be their priorities and problems
• present day technology enables these to be gathered and analysed systematically
rather than in one off projects.
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Ingredients for Innovation – intermittent sparks of genius
or sustained, systematic combustion? (continued)
Recommendations:
Continuing dependence carries heavy penalties for consumers, carers and service
providers. Stakeholders therefore need to work together to reveal and respond to
consumers’ dependency for their mutual benefit.
References:
1. Bennington et al, 2000, ‘Autonomy for Disabled People: Mutual Problems, Mutual
Solutions, The King’s Fund, London
2. Archer, B,L, 1965, ‘Systematic Method for Designers’, Council for Industrial
Design, London
3. King’s Fund, 1967, ‘Specification for Hospital Bedsteads’, King’s Fund, London
4. Mitchell et al, 1998, ‘Better Beds for Health Care’, King’s Fund, London,
ISBN 1 85717 202 7
5. Jones et al, 1998, ‘Choosing Beds for Hospitals, King’s Fund, ISBN 1 85717 205 1
6. Mitchell et al, 2001, ‘The Wheelchair Lifemap’, Ricability, London
7. Mitchell et al, 2000, ‘Measuring the human and economic effects of profiling beds’,
King’s Fund and Essex Rivers NHS Healthcare Trust, London/Colchester

Biographies

John Mitchell, Ergonova Associates, physiotherapy/ergonomics
Jude Bennington, Ergonova, Health & Social Research Methods
John McClenahan (JMc), King’s Fund Fellow, Health Systems
Chris Ramsden (CR), Director of the Sandwell Inclusive Design Partnership, product
design/ergonomics
The authors believe that consumer/user participation and leadership are central
to choosing, innovating and evaluating healthcare and ‘mainstream’ products and
systems. From their individual perspectives and together they have worked with
consumers, commerce and service providers to develop a range of initiatives, including:
• TRIAD, an inclusive hygiene unit
• The Wheelchair Lifemap system
• The King’s Fund Centenary Bed Project
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The Development Of An Auditory Navigation Beacon
For Building Emergency Egress
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Better Buildings chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Peter Rutherford
VirAL (Virtual Acoustics Laboratory), University of Leeds, UK

Abstract

This paper will address the issues surrounding the use of real-time virtual auditory
auralization techniques in order to develop an audition based navigation beacon to
aid emergency egress from buildings, ships, oil exploration platforms and aeroplanes.
Given that vision is our primary mode for perceiving the environment, it is not
surprising to find that the majority of emergency egress aids, such as emergency
lighting, signage, colour coding of interiors, and photoluminescent guidance strips
are solely visual based. The effectiveness of such aids must be questioned, however,
when parts of an occupied ‘building’ are completely occluded by smoke. Additionally,
how effective would such visual aids be to any of the one million people in the UK
who are registered visually impaired, or indeed, to the many thousands of people
who have moderate to severe learning difficulties, these difficulties particularly
manifested in a limited ability to understand the spatial layout of their environment?
It is a safe assumption that, unless victims of a fire situation know exactly where the
emergency exits are, they will waste valuable seconds or minutes searching by touch
alone. It is clear that such a predominant reliance upon purely visual means is not
adequate, and it is imperative that another sensory modality is activated, the use of
sound providing the obvious solution.
This paper will therefore address the many problems associated with applying
concise auditory information to the escape procedure, looking towards the
development of an auditory navigation beacon for all ‘building’ users. The aim is
to design, develop, and test a navigation beacon that requires a single acoustic
transducer placed at strategic points within a ‘building’ emitting predefined pulses
of sound. In brief, all the victim of a fire situation need do is follow these auditory
beacons until they reach a safe exit (akin to the concept of Ariadne’s silken thread
in Greek mythology, or the Hansel and Grettle breadcrumb approach).
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The Development Of An Auditory Navigation Beacon For
Building Emergency Egress (continued)
However, exposing people to the dangers of a burning building in order to test
the effectiveness of such a device is impractical hence the paper will discuss the
development of the device using predictive virtual acoustic techniques. In essence,
this is a virtual reality system that provides not only visual but accurate auditory
feedback as to the conditions experienced in any space in real-time.
This paper will therefore address all these issues within the context of an EPSRC
EQUAL project that has been funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council and the Universities of Leeds.

Biography

Peter Rutherford studied Architecture at Strathclyde University where he attained
his PhD in 1997 in physical acoustics and psychoacoustics. Since then he has been
at Leeds University looking at the effects of which different types of sounds and
enclosures have on their ability to be located in space.
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Adaptable Housing: Barriers to its Provision in the Private
Speculative Housing Sector
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Better Buildings chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Louise Weissel
University of Sydney, Australia

Abstract

Adaptable Housing (which is the Australian equivalent of Lifetime Housing) is seen
by housing policy makers as an inclusive design solution to appropriate housing
provision for the future (Knowles, 1995). A prescriptive formula for design and
construction of adaptable housing is embodied in the Australian Standard for
Adaptable Housing, or AS 4299 - which was released in 1995.
Accessibility within private housing is not mandatory in Australia, but lobby groups
argue that there are strong reasons why developers - private as well as public
- should adopt the principles of AS 4299 (LGSA, 1997). The benefits cited of
adaptable housing include visitability, safety and ease of use, economy of life cycle
construction and greater choice of housing type (AS 4299-1995). One benefit also
cited (usually verbally) is the idea that inclusion of adaptable features will widen
the market for a developer (eg Von Hemert, 1997; HCP, 1998). But despite the
stated benefits, the private housing sector appears not to have embraced the
concept of access within dwellings (Frain & Carr, 1996; pilot survey, 2001). My
current research explores the reasons for this apparent lack of interest, posing
the hypothesis that there are 3 main barriers: cost; practicality and attitude; and
that attitude is the greatest obstacle.
At this very early stage, my readings and discussions are exploratory. I am
conducting a very small survey of 20 speculative developers, and more lengthy
interviews with architects who have had experience in designing adaptable
housing. The interviews should reveal the problems - both in AS4299 as a vehicle
for inclusive design, as well as the cost, practical and attitudinal limitations that
inhibit acceptance of adaptable housing within the ‘mainstream’ housing sector.
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Adaptable Housing: Barriers to its Provision in the Private
Speculative Housing Sector (continued)
References
• Frain JP & Carr PH (1996) Is the Typical Modern House Designed for Future
Adaptation for Disabled older people? Age & Ageing, Sept 1996, V25 n5 p.398 (4)
• HCP (1998) Adaptable Housing (leaflet) HCP, Home Care Services of NSW,
Parramatta
• Knowles, C. (1995), Housing Policy Green Paper: Enabling More choices, ensuring
quality housing outcomes, discussion paper by the Hon. Craig Knowles, MP,
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning & Minister for Housing, December 1995
• LGSA (1997) Adaptable Housing and Local Government, Broadsheet no.1, Policy
Division, Local Government & Shires Association of NSW, Sydney
• Standards Australia (1995) Australian Standard 4299-1995: Adaptable Housing
• Von Hemert, T (1997) Universal Design: Housing that makes sense now and in the
future, CAAR Real Estate Weekly (www.therealestateweekly.com)
• Pilot Survey, (2001). (as I could not find any market research relating to the
uptake of accessible / adaptable features in housing, I conducted a small telephone
survey of local housing developers)
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Louise Weissel is an MPhil student from the University of Sydney, Faculty of
Architecture. Her architectural education began at the University of Sydney in
1990 and continued for an extra year at the Arkitektskolen in Aarhus, Denmark
in 1991/92. She then moved to the UK, where she completed her study at the
University of Greenwich, and finally returned to Sydney to specialise in Housing
Studies. Most of her practical experience was gained in the UK, during which
period she developed an interest in what she calls ‘the social side of architecture’,
and at one stage considered changing from Architecture to Occupational Therapy.
She hopes that her current study in Inclusive housing design will enable her to
eventually find work in a personally interactive and interdisciplinary field.
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The Influence of Colour on the Inclusivity of an Environment
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Better Buildings chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Rachael Luck
Research Group for Inclusive Environments, University of Reading, UK

Abstract

Successive research projects within the Research Group for Inclusive Environments
at the University of Reading have looked at the influence colour can have on a
person’s use of the environment. The first project, Project Rainbow, looked at
the use of colour contrast in a test environment to measure the difference in
colour necessary for it to be perceptible to a person with a visual impairment.
A design guide on the use of colour contrast in the built environment was developed
from this research. The present project, Deafness, Design & Communication in
the Built Environment, for brevity ‘Project Crystal’, is investigating the effect that
background colour and sources of illumination have on deaf and hard of hearing
people’s ability to communicate.
Each project adopts a single disability perspective but the methodology for both
projects included a questionnaire survey of people’s perceptions of attributes
of the built environment. These questions were purposefully identical to permit
inter-disability comparisons. This paper draws on the findings from both projects
to comment on the effect colour has on people and the inclusivity of an environment.

Biography

Rachael Luck is an architect working for the Research Group for Inclusive Design
at the University of Reading, presently investigating the effect colour and lighting
have on communication for deaf and hard of hearing people. She is Honorary
Secretary for the Design Research Society and interested in the study of the
design process, in particular methods for user representation and participation
in the design process.
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From Sheltered Housing to Lifetime Homes:
an Inclusive Approach to Housing
Wednesday 18 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Better Buildings chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr Julienne Hanson
University College London, UK

Abstract

Based on the results of a recently-completed EPSRC EQUAL research project to
profile the UK’s housing stock with the needs of older people in mind the paper
opens by introducing the distinction between medical and architectural disability
and goes on to define the concepts of micro-environmental and macro-environmental
design. It also describes the micro-approach as currently practised in the UK, where
housing is divided into normal family housing and secondary housing for adults
who do not live as a family and who are therefore deemed to have ‘special needs’.
Sheltered and retirement housing, the housing solution that has been invented to
serve the needs of older people in the UK, is first presented and then evaluated
to show that the design itself embodies in bricks and mortar a stereotype of
ageing that is repudiated by many older people. The concept of Lifetime Homes
is proposed as a more inclusive, less stigmatising approach that has the potential
to render the concept of ‘special needs’ otiose. It is suggested that the main
challenge that faces the Lifetime Homes movement in the UK is that, if its
implementation is confined to the social housing sector, it may simply
perpetuate the existing distinction between mainstream and secondary housing.
A further cause for concern is the recent proliferation of age-related housing
for more affluent older people. If it is more widely adopted, the Lifetime Homes
paradigm has the potential to widen choice and provide a firm foundation for
integrated housing, support and care for people of all ages. If, on the other hand,
the threshold for compliance is set too low, we can predict that an even greater
proportion of people will experience architectural disability in the years to come.
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Dr Hanson is the Principal Investigator on a recently completed EPSRC EQUAL project
to profile the UK’s housing stock with the needs of older people in mind. This research
gained a Partnerships for the Public Understanding of Science Award. She is currently
researching the housing, support and care needs of Older VIPs with the support of the
Gift of Thomas Pocklington. She has also studied the housing needs of younger VIPs.
Her recent book is: Decoding Homes and Houses, Cambridge University Press, 1998.
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Just Another Disability: Making Design Dementia Friendly
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Sally Stewart
Glasgow School of Art, UK

Abstract

Just Another Disability has been one of the core projects within Glasgow 1999,
aiming to explore and celebrate the impact of good design on the disability of
dementia. Through a series of interconnected projects and events it intended to
increase the understanding of how to design for dementia, and provide a lasting
benefit for the community.
Just Another Disability brought together architects, designers and care professionals,
people with dementia, their carers and families to create a comprehensive guide
to making design dementia friendly. The project has drawn of good practice worldwide, as well as the experience of realising three built projects in the city. These
aim in practical ways to improve the quality of life of people with dementia. We
accept that good design has a positive effect on everyone who encounters it.
Good design helps the person with dementia to operate to their full potential and
compensates for the disabilities dementia brings. Good design can establish a
sense of individuality, promote dignity and well being; not only for the person with
dementia but their family and carers too. We talk about universal or barrier free
design. In designing in this way we are trying to consider the range of differing
needs a building or product may encounter may encounter, and allow the design
to enable as many people as possible. Design is no longer about the average user
but about all users. This is a very inclusive and positive way of thinking about
how our homes, work places and public spaces are shaped. Instead of thinking
only of the effects of dementia as disabling, we have to think of how we can make
environments that are compensating and enabling.
Research in recent years has shown the extent to which we can improve the lives
of people with dementia by concentrating on their homes and social environments,
and the contact they have with carers, family and friends. This paper aims to
describe some of the strategies and tools developed to assess good design, issues
crucial to successful outcomes, and the experience gained through the project.
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University of New South Wales, Australia

Abstract

This paper explores various approaches of user involvement into designing, trying
to describe briefly their respective methodologies and outcomes. Emphasis will be
given on elderly users’ active involvement into the design process for the reason
that, as pointed out by Allan et al (1996), ageing affects everybody every day.
Quoting Coleman: “to do that successfully, a new collaboration between old and
young is needed” (Allan et al, 1996: 11). Another point is that designing according
to the needs of elderly people does not necessarily mean that the results will
match their real requirements. It all depends on ‘how’ elderly users are to be
represented in the design process. In addition to that, according to Hasdogan
(1996), due to a lack of connection between design practice and design research,
a substantial number of designers in UK were making (and are still making?)
use of their colleagues and themselves to ‘represent’ real users instead of using
more representative samples of users. The premise is, that involving users, and
especially elderly users, early into the design process assists in reaching universal
design solutions to existing or hidden design problems. The extent of such a
contribution and the related positive/negative points will be discussed in this
paper, where three studies involving such approaches, dealing with designing
together with elderly users, will be given as examples.
The following are some traditional techniques involving users directly or indirectly
into the design process. Most of the time, depending on the study, a combination of
these techniques is applied (Userfit Tools, 1996).
• Brainstorming (oldest and best known): technique used to facilitate group
creativity by letting people come together and inspire each other, generating
new ideas by freeing the mind. Usually applied in the early stages of design, in the
creative, idea generation phase of the problem solving process.
• Focus groups: based on facilitating an organized discussion with a group of
representative user. Discussion is used to bring out insights and understandings
that simple questionnaire items may not achieve. As participants ask questions to
each other, new avenues of exploration are opened.
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Users as Designers (continued)
• Interviews: involving talking directly or on the telephone to a participant in
order to collect individual opinions and subjective preferences about products.
The one–to–one interaction allows the creation of an atmosphere facilitating good
responses. For user requirements, unstructured or semi–structured interviews
should be used to allow the process to be user led. More structured interviews
can be used later.
• Questionnaires: they are a structured way of gathering information that enables
statistical analysis of the data to be used, allowing summarize a large amount
of information. User experience with a product, their need of a new product,
the identification of how well they do with the technology they use etc, can be
investigated. They are typically consisted of a limited number of focused questions
but can also be consisted of more open questions.
• Direct observation: observing users doing normal daily life activities. As an
advantage, users can be observed in real environments and this has high face
validity. However, people tend to perform better under observation (Hawthorne
Effect). This technique can be used for a fully operating product for evaluation.
• User trials: testing and trial of a product by 'real users' in a relatively controlled
or experimental setting, where a set of tasks to perform is given to them. Lists of
problems can be generated as a result. These trials are best used before finalisation
of a product, and on pre production prototypes.
Contextual inquiry is used more recently and it provides techniques to get data from
users in context: while they work at real tasks in their workplace or their domestic
environment. Research techniques include ethnography, discovery sessions, contextual interviews, usability testing, traditional lab-based usability testing, and
facilitated situation of a user. It can increase the awareness of designers if used
in the early stages of product development, but rather for evaluation purposes.

Biography
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of the Built Environment, Department of Industrial Design, Sydney, Australia.
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Healthcare Technology
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
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Prof Martin Woolley, Dr Ching-Chiuan Yen
Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK

Abstract

The term ‘inclusion’ has a specific meaning when applied to the design of medical
equipment, since the patient is most commonly ‘excluded’ from directly contributing
to the design process. Instead, it is common practice for design consultation to
rely primarily on the individual or collective opinions of clinicians, covering both
essential medical considerations and what in design terms, might be deemed most
appropriate for the patient. The resulting design deficiencies can be particularly
problematic when the patient is also an active ‘user’ or operator of such equipment,
rather than the passive recipient of ‘treatment’. This is an increasing phenomenon
resulting from a combination of technological advance and the emphasis on care
in the home or community, rather than protracted hospitalisation.
The paper describes a recent, successfully completed doctoral programme
concerned with the application of patient-centred care (PCC) principles within
the context of medical practice, in order to derive a methodology for designers
engaged in medical equipment design. The research methods were in two parts.
Firstly, an analytic/theoretical approach to the development the new design
methodology through the examination of existing PCC principles, their current
application within healthcare, and the study of existing industrial design strategies
with regard to medical equipment. Secondly, a synthetic/practice approach which
evaluated the usability of the new design methodology (Patient-Centred Design
- PCD) through case studies of haemodialysis equipment. The study addressed
the theoretical basis and current progress of PCC methods and comprehensively
reviewed the components of PCC, as well as its future significance for the design
of medical equipment.
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The Patient Designer - An Inclusive Approach to
Healthcare Technology (continued)
On balance, the evidence favoured patient-centred design. Establishing the patient
as central to the design process holds great promise for simultaneously increasing
the quality of medical equipment design and its consequent healthcare delivery.
The methodology offered essential and unique insights into effective knowledge
application to achieve a PCD outcome in a sensitive manner. The research
demonstrated that to achieve such an outcome, the following are vital: (1) the
development of appropriate patient-led technologies, (2) increasing both the sense
and reality of control, (3) improving comfort, (4) re-evaluating the relationship
between technological innovation and healthcare and (5) raising the general quality
of patient life. Three primary barriers were also identified: (1) costs, (2) current
standards and regulations and (3) the attitudes of clinicians.
The paper concludes that the outputs and outcomes of PCD are promising,
however, more follow-up and evaluation studies are required to strengthen its
future implementation. The development and application of PCD principles suggests new imperatives for designers to develop medical equipment that fulfils
not only the specific requirements of the clinician, but also the wider needs and
preferences of patients.

Biography

Professor Martin Woolley is Chair of Design, and Head of the Department of
Design, Goldsmiths College, University of London. His professional background
is in design research, ICT and three-dimensional design. Current research
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ecodesign and technology transfer. He has published widely, supervised and;
examined several research degrees and is currently co-chair of the Design
Education Association, member of the AHRB research panel and Director of the
TLTP funded ‘demi’ project, developing web-based teaching/learning resources
for the UK HE design community.
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User Inspired Design – The Blind
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
User-Centred Design chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Kari Honka, Pekka Partanen, Mariana Salgado, Tuuli Mattelmäki
University of Art and Design, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

This abstract presents a MA project of interaction design, which was done during the
fall 2000 in the University of Art and Design Helsinki UIAH, Finland. The objectives of
the course were to understand the meaning of user experience and emotions in the
design of interactive products and systems, to learn empathic user study methods
and the process of product concept design. The theme of the course was brawling.
After the introduction to the theme, the students chose the user group to study.
We wanted to study visually impaired people. It was an opportunity to think of an
interaction concept that would appeal to other than visual senses, which tend to
dominate in interaction design.
The main questions were how the visually disabled face aggressions and how they
brawl themselves. A focus group session was carried out with visually impraired at
their workplace. We were able to observe the way they move, communicate and pass
objects among them. E.g. in a case when they pass an object, they specify aloud
what they are doing, and expressing feelings, e.g. laughing, is louder. An interview
with one blind woman created more fluent dialogue about the feelings related to
brawling.
We also visited an exhibition,organized by visual disabled people, in the local science
center. We set ourselves to the role of the blind and went through different situations e.g. a traffic jam without seeing. This subjective experience led us closer to
the world of the blind.
The most promising issues were selected as opportunities for concept design:
*Lack of information about other’s emotions in conversations
*Silence is one of the biggest reasons for aggressions for the blind
These issues led to the following guidelines.
* Tactile-, near to body object,
* tactile output – to avoid cognitive problems
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* it should increase the awareness of the feelings of the other person
We designed an interactive object, which can recognize the feelings of the one you are
pointing at by giving information about a limited set of the silent facial expressions
eg a smile. It enables the visually impaired user to be aware of moods, interpret
the messages and act accordingly in face to face communication situations. With the
concept the visually impaired people can solve situations, where the lack of visual
information could otherwise make them feel inferior or uncomfortable.

Biography

Tuuli Mattelmäki is researcher in Smart Products research group at the Department
of Product and Strategic Design in University of Art and Design Helsinki. Her
background is in industrial design. The working title of her ongoing dissertation
work is Exploring experiences and probing for design. Her research interests are
in the field of empathic user study and design methods, designer emotions and
human-objectrelationships. She has tutored in several student projects related to
user-centered design and user experience.
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Participatory Design: a User-Centred Design Method
as a Tool to Inclusive Design
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
User-Centred Design chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr Marcelo Márcio Soares
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil

Abstract

The challenge in design is to provide product users with what they really want.
Matching customer needs with product characteristics is crucial. Customers are
best able to express their needs. However, disabled people may find it difficult
to articulate what their needs are. Taking into account that mismatches occur
between the design and use of products for the disabled population, this paper,
based on a PhD thesis carried out at the Loughborough University, UK, describes
a user-centred design method in which the ‘voice of the disabled customer’ can be
translated into product requirements in a form which designers and manufacturers
can use. Wheelchairs were chosen as the product for study.
Part of the paper is concerned with surveys of wheelchair designers, prescribers
(physiotherapists and occupational therapists), rehabilitation engineers, users,
and carers on their views on wheelchair design, assessment, prescription and use.
It was found that most designers in the survey carried out all phases of the design
process based on their assumptions about users’ expectations and needs, and not
including the users’, carers’ or prescribers’ requirements in the design process.
Deficiencies in wheelchair design were recognised by all stakeholders involved
in the processes of prescription, supply and use. In addition, many prescribers,
rehabilitation engineers, users and carers reported weaknesses in the processes
of assessment and prescription. Prescribers and rehabilitation engineers agreed
unanimously that such weaknesses have implications for wheelchair design. A
user-centred design method for wheelchair design, based findings, is presented.
The method comprises different phases involving ergonomics and product design
including: a) the preliminary strategic planning, b) approaching the customers and
other stakeholders, c) the investigation of the problem, d) product planning, e) the
detailing concept, f) prototyping and g) testing and verification. The User-centred
method for wheelchair design requires the involvement of users in the several
steps of the design process more than simple consultation. Rather it includes
using the customer as a partner in the design and development process.
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Eighteen Brownies Came to Visit
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
User-Centred Design chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Martin Bontoft
IDEO, London, UK

Abstract

June is one of the trainers at the IT centre. She tells me about the time eighteen
Brownies came to visit, she was hoping to show them how to browse the web but
they just sat around chatting, all but one had a computer at home!
Wedmore is a tiny village deep in the rural English countryside. It is interesting
because one of its older inhabitants felt that ‘people like her’ should know more
about computers, software and the web. She and others felt they had been passed
by, computers were just starting to permeate the workplace as they entered
retirement. So she set up the IT centre, right next to the village Post Office and
opposite the pub, and managed to get sponsorship from some major companies.
The centre now has ISDN, computers, email phones, scanners and printers. There
are more than 25 self-taught volunteer trainers who, between them, have taught
more than 150 people from the village and surroundings. Most of these people
are over 50. An internal project for IDEO London, this exploration revealed the
importance of considering a user population many might think to be on the
periphery: elderly, rural users of computers. More than that, it has highlighted
the deep social and emotional value that people derive, mostly from the ownership,
the knowledge, from overcoming the challenge of computer use in an unsupported
environment, and from the communication possibilities of email.This will be
demonstrated by a series of pictorial profiles of the people we met and the
stories they told us.

Biography

Martin is head of Human Factors in IDEO’s London office. He joined the company in
1995 with 15 years’ experience of human factors consultancy. He characterises his
role within IDEO as thought shaping - providing person-centred stimuli to internal
and client design teams, widening the range of concepts whilst making sure that
they address real needs. Past projects include: recruiting & developing an in-house
team offering user-focused innovation and design and a re-assessment of carwash
design, looking at alternative service concepts. Currently, he is developing new
service and product formats for a broadcast and publishing joint venture.
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Accessibility - a Low Cost, Passive Node
Way-Finding System
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Mobility and Travel chaired by Prof Bill Green
Neil Hamilton
Maria Healthcare Networks Group, UK

Abstract

The problems of way-finding in complex environments are diverse and have formed
the basis of much research. Various solutions to the problem have been suggested
but have required the deployment of an active infrastructure of beacons at decision
points (nodes) with which the user would interact. Whilst the active beacon based
solutions can deliver a functional way-finding system, there are significant costs
involved in deployment, partly from the cost of the beacon, but mainly due to
installation costs, provision of electrical power and other services.
The ideal solution requires a simple, low cost node that can be installed with
minimum impact on the fabric of the environment in which it is deployed and has
no requirement for service infrastructure. Developments in the area of smart cards
have produced contactless cards and tags that have no intrinsic power requirement
as they are powered by placing them close to an appropriate reader. The novel
approach (patent application No 0003150.0) of deploying such contactless smart
cards to form a passive way-finding network, forms the basis of a current project
involving over 70 nodes forming a navigation network across the University campus.
The active element of the system (the ‘navigator’ unit) is a battery-powered device
that will read the sign (SmartSign) at a maximum range of 2 - 3 cm. The close
proximity required ensures predictable orientation of the navigator unit. This unit
contains a map of the campus in the form of nodes and connecting links, having
attributes of length and accessibility weighting (a measure of suitability to users
with various disabilities) and a simple directional display. The navigator unit is set
to a destination within the campus by means of a destination card, which loads the
necessary information. The user then places the navigator device onto a fixed node,
establishing the current location. The stored map is accessed and the appropriate
direction of progress for the user is indicated on the display. Thus users move to
their destination from node to node via the most appropriate route.
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Accessibility - a Low Cost, Passive Node
Way-Finding System (continued)
Representing a paradigm shift in way-finding application development, the use
of contactless smart cards at nodes allows their incorporation into conventional
signage systems dramatically reducing deployment costs. Smart card enabled
signs (SmartSigns) can also incorporate space that can be sold or leased to
advertisers. This can provide a revenue stream, which can cover the cost of
installation and maintenance.

Biography

Neil Hamilton has worked in the electronics industry, secondary and tertiary education and for the last 23 years in Newcastle University. In general medicine,
Neil was involved in applications of telematics and information technology to
medical research. In 1997 Neil joined the Department of Child Health as Deputy
Director, Maria Healthcare Networks Group. Currently Project Manager of The
Golden Freeway project and co-investigator on the EPSRC ‘Built Environment’
project, Improving Accessibility for those with Impaired Mobility (I-AIM). Neil is
currently leading European and US patent application for the innovative SmartSign
passive node navigation system.
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Transport Information for People with Learning Difficulties
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Mobility and Travel chaired by Prof Bill Green
Nick Tyler, Martha Caiaffa, Marcela Wainstein
University College London, UK

Abstract

People with learning difficulties need to travel around just like anyone else. This
is made more difficult than it need be for two reasons. First, in many cases their
only contact with ‘transport’ is some form of specialised transport, whether this
is in the form of a special vehicle, complete with assistants or a single-person
vehicle such as a taxi. Second, transport systems are often unable to convey
even simple information in a way that can be understood. It is therefore very
difficult for someone with learning difficulties to travel around – and thus to reach
their chosen activities – without help from other people. This compromises their
independence. A key element of accessibility is concerned with information about
transport services – how to use them, where they are, where and when they
go. Our work has encompassed issues such as increasing the accessibility of
presentation of information – eg making timetables and maps legible (or tactile
or audible) – and increasing the accessibility of the information being presented.
This paper will describe a response to each of these difficulties, with respect to
pre-trip planning and in-trip reassurance.
Early attempts brought timetables using symbols to represent places and
clockfaces to indicate times. The symbols were repeated in the vehicle so that
if necessary a timetable could be checked against actual progress of the vehicle
along its route. With more conventional timetables, choosing a legible typeface
and font size enabled us to present information in a clear way and this increased
understanding of the service. However, for those people who find the concept
of a timetable difficult we had to find other ways to represent concepts such
as frequency, route and times. Working with people with learning difficulties
we now have some draft timetables that can be used at a bus stop or printed in
a form that could be carried around. These timetables are still in development
and we are about to start testing them with a wider group of people.
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Transport Information for People with Learning Difficulties
(continued)
We are also testing the feasibility of a ‘video map’. This is a set of video clips that
describe a journey. The clips can be replayed on a hand-held machine, triggered
by its location. Each video clip could be accompanied by an instruction – delivered
in text, iconically or audibly – to remind the user to take some action (eg to ring
the bell on a bus). This method of delivering transport information also allows the
video clips to be recorded by the user so that the information could be related
to personal circumstances. Thus an instruction could be related to a familiar
location such as ‘granny’s house’ rather than a more generally known, but
otherwise meaningless feature (such as Puddleton Station).
Our research is working with groups of people with learning difficulties to try to
learn what sort of stimuli would provide them with the information necessary to
enable them to make independent choices. Some of the stimuli will be pertinent
to an individual but others could be more generally understood. By testing the
generality of various examples we hope to be able to establish a coherent method
for disseminating useful information about journeys and thus to increase the
opportunities available to people with learning difficulties. The objective of our
work is to help people to travel more independently and thus to reach activities
that can help them lead as full and active a life as they choose.

Biography

Nick Tyler is a Reader in Transport Studies at University College London.
Martha Caiaffa and Marcela Wainstein are two of the researchers working in the
Accessibility Research Group with Nick in the area of accessibility and transport.
The group has been working in fields such as the specification and design of
accessible public transport, rural transport, information, infrastructure, vehicles
and systems. They have also been studying other aspects of accessibility, such
as the accessibility to justice in the planning system, the relationship between
accessibility and independence and the general ethos of inclusion. The group’s
approach is user-centred and involves direct involvement of elderly people,
people with a wide range of physical, sensory and cognitive. Nick is a member
of the Disabled Persons’ Transport Advisory Committee.
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Younger and Older Drivers
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Mobility and Travel chaired by Prof Bill Green
Daniel Formosa
Daniel Formosa Design Inc, USA

Abstract

While driving fatalities on the whole are decreasing, fatalities for older drivers
are showing an alarming increase. A contributing concern is the rising use of
electronics inside the vehicle. A driver’s ability to divert attention from the road
to in-vehicle tasks, a process that may be slowed for older drivers, becomes an
important safety issue. These factors, combined with the increasing number of
older drivers on the road, are causing many to predict a crisis.
This presentation discusses a study conducted to gain a better understanding of
drivers’ abilities. The study’s goal is to provide information to help vehicle designers
create instrument panels that reduce 'look-away' time: the time when a driver’s
eyes are not looking directly ahead. Driving can be described as an act of 'continuous crash avoidance'. So, frequent or extended look-away times increase risk of
accident. Reduced look-away times can benefit all drivers especially older ones.
A better understanding of reach and driving performance can lead to instrument
panels that are less dependent on visual attention. A driving simulator located at
the Industrial Design Department at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia was
used to evaluate steering accuracy and reach capabilities. Drivers were asked to
reach for targets positioned in the instrument panel area while steering. Speed
and accuracy of reach, along with steering accuracy, was recorded. As anticipated,
steering was impaired when drivers reached for the instrument panel, and
performance was worse for older drivers than for younger drivers.

Biography

Daniel Formosa is a consultant in product design and design research. He holds
a degree in Industrial Design from Syracuse University, an MA and a Doctorate
in Ergonomics and Biomechanics from New York University. Dr Formosa is the
recipient of a variety of design awards. His work has been selected for national
and international exhibits and is included in the Design Collection of the Museum
of Modern Art in New York. Recent projects include research on automobile interfaces, and global applications of design research in Asia-Pacific.
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Countryside Access for All
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Mobility and Travel chaired by Prof Bill Green
Gill Whitney, JMU Access Partnership
Royal National Institute for the Blind, UK

Abstract

The changing demographics of the population of the United Kingdom means that
there is an increasing number of elderly people and therefore an increasing
number of people with disabilities. Many of these people will have previously
enjoyed walking and being in the countryside. By working to improve access to the
countryside many of these people will be able to carry on enjoying the countryside
in a responsible manor. These changes will also enable younger disabled people
to learn to use the countryside.
Countryside access managers face the difficult and complex question of what they
should do in order to maximise the accessibility of the facilities and services under
their control in a way that does not discriminate against any groups of users.
This paper will address the question of how to carry out practical improvements
to improve access to the countryside and how to transmit access information to
elderly and disabled people.
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Include the Wrong & Exclude the Right? How proper

communication in interdisciplinary design-teams leads to
an inclusive design process that includes the right
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
Philosophies and Approaches
Roel Kahmann, Lilian Henze
P5 Consultants, The Netherlands

Abstract

This workshop focuses on the role of communication in the application of Inclusive
Design in the product development process. Participants experience the possible
problems in communication, how to focus on relevant user profiles and avoid pitfalls.
There are two major issues in the workshop. The first is how to translate inclusive
design principles into the right arguments to be used in the decision-making during
the process. Both too strict and too vague arguments will get lost in the debate
between product managers, marketers, engineers and designers. In the end the
‘wrong’ users will be included and the ‘right’ will be excluded by the design.
Focussing on the wrong users or too much diversity can lead to ‘missing the
bullseye’. By using ‘specific individuals’ instead of ‘the user’ in the communication
of inclusive design principles the designer will be facilitated and inspired to do an
excellent job. This is the second major issue in the workshop: how to inspire the
designer or the design-team by visualisation of users. Different tools, and their
pros and cons will be used in two exercises.
In a pragmatic way participants will learn why, when and how to utilise these
different tools and to avoid major pitfalls. This workshop is useful for anyone who
is interested in including interactions with users in their design process or product
development process. There will be a strong practitioner focus; participants with
some experience with working in multidisciplinary will have the best out of the
workshop. The minimum number of participants is 8, the maximum 24 per workshop. The workshop will last approximately 2 hours and the programme will be:
15 minutes introduction; 30 minutes exercise 1; 30 minutes exercise 2; 30 minutes
general discussion. We would like to get some input from the participants to learn
from others to what extent our approach is applicable in other countries.
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Assessing the Accessibility of Everyday Products
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
Design Opportunities
Carlos Cardoso, Dr P John Clarkson, Dr Lee-Anne Harrison,
Dr Patrick Langdon, Dr Simeon Keates
University of Cambridge, UK

Abstract

If a product is being designed to be genuinely inclusive, then the designers need
to be able to assess the level of exclusion of the product they are working on and
identify possible areas of improvement. To be of practical use, the assessments
need to be quick, consistent and repeatable.
The aim of this workshop is to invite attendees to participate in the evaluation of
a number of everyday objects using an assessment technique being considered by
the workshop organisers. The objectives include evaluating the effectiveness of the
assessment method and to suggest revisions to the assessment scales being used.
The assessment technique is to be based on the ONS capability measures (1)
which recognises 14 capability scales of which seven are particularly pertinent
to product evaluation, namely: motion; dexterity; reach and stretch; vision;
hearing; communication; and intellectual functioning. Each of these scales range
from 0 (fully able) through 1 (minimal impairment) to 10 (severe impairment). The
attendees will be asked to rate the products on these scales. Clearly the assessed
accessibility of the product depends on the assumptions made about the context
of use. The attendees will be asked to clearly note the assumptions that they are
making about the context in which the product is being assessed. The aim is to
identify how assessors would use the assessment method in the real world. The
objects being assessed will include items such as remote controls, and mobile
telephones. The attendees will be asked to assess at least two products. Helpers
will be on hand to assist and observe. The assessments will be collated and
compared and feedback about the method sought from the attendees. Initial
conclusions will be presented at the end of the workshop. More detailed analyses
will be made available in subsequent proceedings. Ideal workshop attendance
would be between 30 to 40 people.
(1) ONS (1997), ‘Census - Samples of Anonymised Results (SARs),’ Office of
Population Censuses and Surveys, Social Survey Division
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Sound and the Modern Office - Inclusive Factors for
Hearing Impaired Office Workers
Wednesday 18 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
Design Opportunities
Pierre Chigot
Ecophon, Sweden

Abstract

Some months ago, I had a look at some old brochures in my library. One was
from a company called National Ceiling Systems (NCS). At the end of the 60s,
this company offered an integrated modular ceiling system in a coffer shaped unit,
sound absorbing panels and a recessed fluorescent light fitting that provided some
sound absorption and light. This modular unit was then put up in a grid, that
was used for air supply. The product was marketed under the name 2000 Ceiling
System. We are now in year 2000. Look up. What has happened? The ceiling in your
room has probably nothing in common with the above description.
Collective requirements vs individual requirements The expectations on a ceiling
at the end of the 60s were to provide general background levels of air circulation,
lighting and sound control. The consequence of this was a homogeneous
environment, supporting uniform patterns of work. The most suitable premises
for that kind of solution were office landscapes, based on the idea of a collective
organisation. Large premises where every employee is seen as a part of a larger
body: an environment planned for individuals with ‘normal’ requirements. The
main change since is increased awareness of the fact that in few areas of our
modern societie things can be stated as normal. In an office patterns of work,
changing organisations and greater mix of individuals put challenging requirements onto the office: the combination of every worker’s particular task and their
specific physiological needs. None of them can be extracted as the norm. Instead
each combination makes demands on the local environmental. This puts enormous
requirements on to the different systems that influence the working environment
in an office: what level shall be the reference level? How much variation should
be allowed?
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Sound and the Modern Office - Inclusive Factors for
Hearing Impaired Office Workers (continued)
An initial response is to say that the level should be according to the most
demanding person: the sound environment should be planned from the point
of view of the hearing impaired employees in the organisation. The lighting
environment should be planned from the point of view of those who wear glasses.
The air environment should be planned from the point of view of those who are
most sensitive to air temperature changes, etc.
The focus for this workshop will then be to identify the sound planning factors that
are decisive for hearing-impaired workers in the office. (In hearing impairment,
we include both irreversible and temporary hearing loss). The interactive part of
the workshop is:
1. A set of 2 type-areas/rooms is chosen out of the 4 crucial areas of an office
facility (open plan solution, cellular office, meeting room, quiet zone).
2. We then analyse the ‘typical’ activities performed in the respective type-area/
room, through the 4 cornerstones of office work: communication, concentration,
contemplation and confidentiality (individual requirements).
3. The identified requirements are then put in relation to 5 key factors in room
acoustics: sound level, spread of sound, directivity of sound, speech intelligibility.
4. We then address in what way inclusion of deficiencies in hearing in the early
stages of the building process contributes to a better sound environment for the
whole staff.
5. The exercise ends with a summary of the inclusive practices as well as of the
architectural acoustics solutions that optimally support the activity in the 2 chosen
rooms (see 1).

Biography

New IT, changing organisations, raised requirements on the environment put new
demands on the office as a workplace. The quality of the working environment,
influencing each employee’s capacity to perform, is crucial for their well being and
the success of the organisation. In this respect an inclusive approach is welcome.
As a manufacturer of acoustic ceiling and wall panel systems Ecophon’s ambition
is to support the understanding of the challenges faced in the planning and design
of an office today. By raising the awareness of a good working environment,
Ecophon contributes to office environments planned from the end-user’s perspective.
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Designing Pleasurable Technology for Elders
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Jodi Forlizzi, Jennifer Goetz, Tad Hirsch, Elaine Hyder
Carnegie Mellon University, USA

Abstract

The HCI community has been interested in developing technologies to meet growing
ageing populations in the US, Europe, and Asia. The bulk of this work remains
focused on the technical challenges of building robust systems. Because far less
attention has been paid to social, emotional, and environmental needs, factors that
play a significant role in the ageing experience, many products meant to assist
elders have been inaccessible and unsuccessful.
In this paper, we argue that aesthetics and product pleasurability must be considered
when designing assistive devices for the ageing population. We do so by reporting
the results of the ELDeR (Enhanced Living through Design Research) project, a
design research investigation into the experiences and needs of the ageing population
in the United States. Focusing on a seniors’ community in the Greater Pittsburgh
Metropolitan area, a team of designers and behavioural scientists conducted user
research with a three goals: 1) to provide much-needed insight into the experiences
of elders and the people who support them; 2) to identify user needs and opportunities
for technological interventions and 3) to understand how best to design products to
assist this population and their caregivers. Aesthetic considerations are important
for the ageing population and without them, assistive products will remain
unadopted, unable to meet their wide range of needs. In addition, design
recommendations, based on our investigations, are provided for the creation
of pleasurable and accessible products for the ageing population.

Biography

Jodi Forlizzi is Assistant Professor of Design and Human-Computer Interaction at
Carnegie Mellon University, in Pittsburgh, PA. She is an interaction designer contributing to design research in three key areas: developing a theory of user-product
experience relating to interaction design, to better understand how people interact
with products and how they can best be designed; designing pleasurable assistive
products for the aging population, to better bridge the gap between elder, caregiver,
and environment; and designing interfaces to support the limits of human attention.
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Ceramic Tableware Design and the Needs of Elderly
People
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Helena Leppanen
University of Art and Design, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

The major interest of this research is the meaning of ceramic tableware design
for elderly people. Aged people spend more time in their homes than younger
people. Cosy rooms and objects around them mean a lot. Eating gives delight
and lunch/coffee/tea times are often the highlights of their day. The atmosphere
of the dining room will also effect appetite and nutritional wellbeing. Practical
and beautiful tableware is part of a pleasant eating environment. The ageing of
populations brings out demands deviated from the conventional. The fact that
people will live longer might also increase the group of people in poor health.
Different diseases and disabilities can cause difficulties in eating and drinking
which will increase the need for special dishes that are usually made of plastic
or steel. Glass, porcelain and stoneware are usually perceived as valuable and
suitable materials for coffee, tea and dinnerware. Some designers have already
taken seriously the challenges of ageing, but, eg the ceramic industry, is still
waiting for deeper grounds for senior design. This study is one attempt to find
proved arguments for this kind of production. The Arabia Porcelain Factory, the
Union of Old-Age Care, the Sosial Offices in Helsinki and Espoo and the University
of Art and Design Helsinki will co-operate in prototyping. The users will benefit
from the new solutions in tableware design and at the same time they are
co-designers creating new ideas that effect the design process as well as the
research methods.

Biography

Helena Leppanen was born in 1959 in Teuva, Finland. She has studied Ethnology
and Art History in Jyväskylä University, replenished her studies with Ceramic
Design and graduated in 1989 in the University of Art and Design Helsinki (UIAH).
After the graduation she worked as an assistant teacher in the Department of
Ceramics and Glass in UIAH. She finished her thesis ‘Ceramic Artist in a Crosswind’
in 1998. Helena Leppanen is working now as a researcher in the Future Home
Graduate School in UIAH and is preparing a doctoral dissertation concerning user
values in tableware design.
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Us vs. Them: Designing for all of Us
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Aaron Sklar, Jane Fulton Suri
Human Factors Design and Research, IDEO Product, UK/USA

Abstract

It’s human nature to divide the world into ‘us’ and ‘them’. As designers, we
make a special effort to address the needs of a specific ‘them’ population (for
example, elderly users, Japanese consumers, or people living with diabetes).
Through examining the lives of others we can come to an understanding of their
particular challenges and capabilities. Achieving this empathic understanding can
be viewed as the process of identifying connections between ‘them’ and ‘us’. Only
when we recognize that ‘them’ and ‘us’ are part of the larger collective of ‘US’ can
we reach our full potential for insight, innovation, and humanity.
In considering the commonalities of ‘us’ we can reach a greater understanding
of the human condition. We all acknowledge the universality of basic human
needs, such as for food and shelter. Likewise, there has been much research
on the commonalities of human capabilities, such as visual acuity and memory
limits. As part of the design community, we have a unique opportunity to see
the consistency of everyday human life experiences across traditional ‘them’
categories. This article describes insight gathered from a series of design case
studies that highlight the surprising commonalities of ‘us’.

Biography

Aaron Sklar and Jane Fulton Suri are member of IDEO's human factors group.
Their role in the design consultancy includes understanding and promoting the
human experience of products they develop. Their work requires them to empathize with people’s expectations and needs as well as address human capabilities
and weaknesses in every project. Their work spans a variety efforts from piloting
underwater robots to the use of electric toothbrushes. The many diverse domains
they explore give them the opportunity to meet and learn about people from all
walks of life from all over the world
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Designing for diversity – Age related bodily and cultural
changes affecting fashion design for women
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Sonja Iltanen
Future Home Graduate School, University of Art and Design Helsinki,
Finland

Abstract

This presentation, based on my doctoral research, is built on theories of cultural
gerontology studies, theory of design for all and practice of user-oriented fashion
design. In my research I ask how fashion designers currently take the diversity of
female users into account and how they will do it in the future. I focus on form,
structure, material, colour and details. I interview fashion designers and users
with the help of pictures and clothes and ask them to evaluate the clothes. I study
the relationship between designer and user in information gathering. I also study
designers and users experiences and interpretations on ageing, focusing on similarities and differences in their views.
In this paper I combine analysis on literature, clothing and my experiences as a
designer. I focus on age-related changes of the body that are culturally interpreted
and their consequences on fashion design. Changes in (1) functional abilities are
seen in the ability to grip, stretch, bend and lift. In ‘normal’ ageing process these
changes appear after 75-80 years. Functional ability can get limited earlier due to
illness or disability, which affects functional design of clothing. Changes in
users’ (2) posture, proportions, size and skin begin to appear after approximately
55 years due to the ageing process. They can also be caused by illness or disability. These changes affect fit, usability and appearance of clothing. (3) Cultural
interpretation of these body changes especially affect ageing women. In current
ageist and youth-oriented culture, the ageing female body is often considered as
marginal and unwanted. This may affect functional, aesthetic and expressive
decisions of both designer and user. There may be happening (4) a cultural change
in the interpretation of the ageing female body. This change may be towards more
ageistic view on ageing body or more tolerant for diversity of bodies, and both of
these trends affect fashion design.
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Designing for diversity – Age related bodily and cultural
changes affecting fashion design for women (continued)
These changes have to be discussed in fashion design, before women of the baby
boom generation reach the age when these changes start to appear. According
to my analysis one possibility is to design for people of diverse ages, functional
abilities and bodies. To practice 93 design for diversity 94 designers have to
contemplate cultural interpretation of the ageing body. Decisions on aesthetics
and expressivity have to be based on needs and wants of ageing women, not on
culturally constructed and often negative attitude on ageing.

Biography

Fashion designer Sonja Iltanen (b 1973) has been involved in design for diversity
since 1996. She has worked for a project concerning clothing design for long-term
care patients. Her masters' thesis was about designing summer clothes that take
into account the needs of young women with arthritis. Both of these projects
produced a set of clothes, and in the latter one they were user tested by both
women with arthritis and the designer. Now she is working with her doctoral
thesis Designing for diversity - Changes in industrial womens' fashion design due
to aging of baby boomers.
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Future Proof Home
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (1) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Alison Pearce
Future Proof Home, UK

Abstract

Traditionally home adaptation has been a reactive solution to diminishing personal
independence. The results are often unattractive and stigmatising to the user, by
highlighting their disabilities and loss of independence. ‘Home Improvement For
Independent Living’, a two year research initiative exploring how older people use
and adapt their homes, focused on kitchen and bathroom design, two areas of the
home identified by older people themselves as potential problem areas. Parallel
strands of the research project looked at available sources of inclusive interior
design inspiration and home products with inclusive elements in their design.
www.futureproofhome.co.uk is the practical outcome of the research. It aims to
empower older people to maintain an active and independent lifestyle through
the design of their homes. It moves away from the traditional medical model
of imposition and implementation of aids and adaptation by third parties, a
disempowering experience, by demonstrating fresh understanding and a new
approach to home design. The research has highlighted the common faults of
home design, that need to be addressed.
The web site addresses these areas with design inspiration and product
suggestions showing people how best to match living environments to their
changing needs and lifestyles, as they reach retirement age.
• Inspiration – to stimulate the user through a visual medium, enabling them to
identify their own future needs and aspirations.
• Information – supports the user’s design choices by collating product information
in an accessible format, highlighting and promoting existing products, considered
to have inclusive elements, identified through the research findings.
• Design Tool – the result is a visual design tool which empowers older people,
their relatives and friends, to interpret their own requirements, in terms of making
changes to their homes on a DIY basis, or as a visual language to interpret and
share their design ideas and requirements with design/construction professionals
who will implement the changes for them.
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A Preliminary Investigation into use of the WWW by
Older People
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
IT Guidelines chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Kate Hodsoll, L Nayak
University of Birmingham, UK

Abstract

With the increasing use of the www in Europe and in particular the UK, and its
pervasion into many facets of life, both work and personal, it is vital that all
sectors of the community become www literate. One in three people are predicted
to be over 50 by 2020, yet this older segment represent the smallest group of
www users. For this group the www offers the greatest rewards: eg overcoming
problems related to mobility and sensory deficits and providing an invaluable
information resource. Future use by older people will represent an important
factor in ensuring their social inclusion. The objective of this research is to identify
those characteristics of an older person that make them more likely to use
the www. These factors will give insight into the barriers which inhibit them
from using the www which when surmounted, will stimulate increased usage. A
questionnaire survey has been carried out by the Centre for Applied Gerontology
at the University of Birmingham using members of the ‘Thousand Elders’, a
nationwide group of 4000 volunteers above the age of 50. 124 computer users
were selected, half used the www, and half did not. The survey addressed
key issues that have been found significant in the use of computers by older
people: aptitude for technology; attitudes towards technology; anxiety and selfefficacy and experience and training. Logistic regression analysis has been used to
develop a model to relate www usage to various factors. This model, together with
conclusions derived from it, will be presented. Other issues will be discussed and
suggestions for suitable interface design and ideas for incentives to encourage
future use of the www by older people.

Biography

Kate Hodsoll has a background in Ergonomics, Psychology and Art and Design.
She works at the Centre for Applied Gerontology at The University of Birmingham
which specialises in usability research in respect of older people. Recently she
has worked on several projects concerning interface design and Information and
Communication Technology products for older people.
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Designing for Older Adults - Computer System Design
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
IT Guidelines chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Mary C A Sheard
University of Bristol, UK

Abstract

As the population of the developed world grows progressively older, designers will
need to become more aware of the ageing process and of associated disabilities.
In addition cognitive changes occur, including difficulties with memory, learning,
attention and thought processes. These factors will affect everyday living and have
an impact on quality of life. Designers must be fully aware of the limitations
of the older adult population and take them into account in the design process.
Older adults are willing and able to use technology. This has been demonstrated
in an unpublished questionnaire by the authors which indicated that older adults
use everyday technologies such as microwaves, cash points, and computers.
The questionnaire examined their experiences with specific technologies in more
detail, with ratings of success, enjoyment, experience and competence. Further
work has been carried out to examine aspects of computer use, in particular the
design of the display and interface. Older and younger adults’ performance when
using a public library database was compared (Sheard, Noyes and Perfect, 2000).
This showed that older adults carried out the tasks more slowly and with more
errors than younger adults. The principal finding was that the use of function keys
results in more errors than the use of pull down menu systems. Therefore, design
of the human-computer interface for older adults must take into account cognitive
and sensory issues and information about their level of experience.
References: Sheard, M, Noyes, J and Perfect, T (2000). Older Adults use of Public
Technology. In PT McCabe, MA Hanson and S. A. Robertson (Eds.) Contemporary
Ergonomics 2000. Pp. 161-165. London: Taylor and Francis

Biography

My first degree is in experimental psychology, and I am now a final year PhD
student in the Department of Experimental Psychology at the University of Bristol.
I am carrying out research into the design of public access technology, with an
emphasis on considerations for older adult users.
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The Total Access System : Providing Universal Access to
Smart Environments
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
IT Guidelines chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Neil G Scott
The Archimedes Project, Stanford University, USA

Abstract

The goal of the Archimedes Project is to create an infrastructure in which any
person can walk or wheel up to any target device and gain full access using
whatever interface, or combination of interfaces, best matches his or her individual
needs, abilities and preferences. Traditional accommodations for individuals with
disabilities are based on changing items within the living or working environment
to suit the needs of a particular user. This is a labour intensive and time consuming
process and the results fall far short of providing universal access. In contrast,
the Archimedes Project has developed a Total Access System (TAS) that can be
deployed very quickly without requiring any changes to the information infrastructure. The TAS consists of three basic components; (i) a Total Access Port (TAP)
that emulates the operation of the target computer’s keyboard, mouse and screen,
(ii) a personal accessor that implements whatever interfaces are needed by the
disabled individual, and (iii) a universal communications protocol that connects any
accessor to any TAP. Individual accessors require no prior knowledge about the
other device before they begin an interaction. TAPS have been developed for IBM,
Macintosh, Sun and SGI workstations, the LonWorks industrial control network and
the X10 domestic network. Accessors have been developed using speech recognition, head tracking, eye tracking and a variety of switches. One section of our
ongoing research is aimed at providing external access to screen information for
blind and visually impaired people. To achieve this, we are developing a Visual TAP
that captures bitmaps of the text and graphics shown on a computer screen and
several GUI Accessors that use pattern recognition, OCR, speech synthesis, sound
synthesis, Braille and haptics to analyse the captured bit map and present the
results to a blind person. A second research effort is focused on developing a sign
language synthesizer that translates printed text into animated sign language for
deaf people. The third area of ongoing research is focused on the use of intelligent
agents firstly, to manage the interactions that occur between accessors and TAPs
and secondly to implement Natural Language Processing for the disambiguation
of user inputs.
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Inclusive Guidelines for Human–Computer Interaction
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
IT Guidelines chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Collette Nicolle and Julio Abascal
HUSAT Research Institute, Loughborough University, UK

Abstract

Let us say you wish to design and develop a new product or technology. You
want to ensure that as many people as possible are able to use it - not only is it
politically and in some countries legally correct but with our ageing population it
makes good economic sense. You want to follow existing design advice, of which
you have been told there is much around. But where is the best place to look, and
who do you go to for more specific information?
Working Group 13.3 on ‘Human-Computer Interaction and Disability’ of the
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) (see www.ifip.or.at/
and www.info.fundp.ac.be/IFIP13-3/) has as one of its aims the study, promotion
and dissemination of knowledge about design guidelines for accessible systems.
Following a number of workshops on this topic, we decided to produce a book on
inclusive design guidelines, edited by the authors of this paper and soon to be
published by Taylor & Francis. The book illustrates the wide range of inclusive
design guidelines that exist for human–computer interaction and where to look
for further information. The authors introduce a number of existing sets of general
guidelines and assess whether guidelines developed for specific users, activities
and contexts of use can be relevant and applicable to other application areas
(eg, telecommunications, public access terminals, systems for transport, home
automation products, and computer-based instruction). As an example of applying
general guidelines to more specific application areas, we look at guidelines for
accessible systems for transport, where it is not always easy to apply general
guidelines without some additional interpretation or testing. This is particularly
true of systems used in cars, where the travelling task is complex, the primary
control task is very demanding and the environment is constantly changing.
Specific guidelines are therefore presented for the travelling environment,
developed during the European Union’s TELSCAN project.
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Inclusive Guidelines for Human–Computer Interaction
(continued)
Rather than trying to provide an exhaustive study of existing guidelines for
accessibility, we point people in the right direction and also highlight more
permanent issues about guidelines, such as their validity and availability. At
best the book should direct the reader towards a more effective use of guidelines,
or at least it will promote further discussion on related aspects such as the
teaching of the use of guidelines, implementation of and adherence to accessibility
legislation, the need for awareness of ethical and social aspects, and the need
for full user participation during all phases of the design cycle.

Biography

Colette Nicolle is a Research Fellow at the Human Sciences and Advanced
Technology (HUSAT) Research Institute within the Research School in Ergonomics
and Human Factors at Loughborough University, UK. Her research focuses on the
usability of both mainstream and assistive technologies by people who are older
or disabled, and she has been involved in a wide variety of projects with the
UK EPSRC, and the TIDE, DRIVE and Fourth and Fifth Framework Programmes
of the European Union. She is Secretary to IFIP WG 13.3 on 'Human-Computer
Interaction and Disability' and also lectures on Loughborough University’s module
Ergonomics, Ageing and Disability.
Julio Abascal is a Professor in the Department of Computer Architecture and
Technology of the University of the Basque Country, Spain, where he co-founded
the Laboratory of Human-Computer Interaction for Special Needs. His activity
research is focused in the area of HCI applied to assistive technology. He is the
former and founder Chaiman of IFIP WG 13.3 'Human-Compuer Interaction and
Disability'. He has also served as an expert for the European Research Programme
TIDE 'Telematics for the Integration fo Disabled & Older People in Europe'. Finally,
he is a member fo the Management Committee of the European Action COST219bis
'Telecommunications: Access for Disabled adn Elderly People'.
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Disappearing Computer
Thursday 19 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
IT Guidelines chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr Rob van Kranenburg
De Balie, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

In the quo vadis session of the 2000 i3 Conference in Jonkoping, Jakub Wejchert,
who has held the post of scientific officer at the European Commission since 1992,
and is responsible for setting up and running i3 - intelligent information interfaces,
introduced the new call for proposals: ‘The Disappearing Computer’:
“A vision of the future is one in which our everyday world of objects and
places become ‘infused’ and ‘augmented’ with information processing.
In this vision, computing, information processing, and computers disappear into the background, and take on the role more similar to that of
electricity today - an invisible, pervasive medium distributed on or real
world. In contrast, what will appear to people are new artefacts and
augmented places that support and enhance activities in natural, simple
and intuitive ways.”
The disappearing computer is a new initiative launched by Future and Emerging
Technologies, of the European Commission’s IST Programme. The environment
relates information in various ways, that we experience daily. The environment
is the interface. In my presentation I will focus on three key aspects of this
disappearance of the computer for both ubiquitous design as well as for the
mental models that it constructs around the notion of visibility.
The first is that all technology tends to vanish or want to vanish, disperse as it
were into it’s surroundings, redefines the relationship between the complexity of
its use and the simplicity of its metaphors.
The second is the inherent contradiction in current i3 research: the issue of control. The issue of ‘control’ is paramount especially in those projects that deal
with children. Through simple programming, body movements, dialogue with other
children, the changes that are brought about in the direct environment (whether on
a screen, or on a display or on a wall where an image is projected) appear to be
directly and instantaneously brought about by the child herself. She’s in control.
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Disappearing Computer (continued)
She’s in control of the technologic processes that underlie the movements in
time and space. What’s control? Control is reassuring yourself of yourself as
an individual. And what’s that? That’s pleasurable. Let’s do it again. Until when,
exactly? Well, until you’ve grown up. When as a child you are empowered by what
appears to be control but what turns out to be the realm of lab technicians.
Thirdly' I will argue explicitly against the notion that ‘computing, information
processing, and computers take on the role more similar to that of electricity today
- an invisible, pervasive medium distributed on or real world’ and will argue for
an extreme visibility of the technological hardware that allows us to focus on the
communicative and transcendental processes that they can support and or bring
about.
We are in the process of witnessing a move from using mixed media to create
user experiences to designing inclusive experiences by mediatizing the environment.
On the level of designing interfaces that mediate communication, we are in urgent
need of productive metaphors and inclusive ways of seeing. The disappearing
computer is a vision of the future, one in which our everyday world of objects
and places can become ‘infused’ and ‘augmented’ with information processing.
In this vision, computing, information processing, and computers disappear into
the background, and take on the role more similar to that of electricity today - an
invisible, pervasive medium distributed on or real world.’

Biography

Rob van Kranenburg is interested in the intersections between cultural studies,
critical pedagogy, and interface design. He teaches new media at the University of
Amsterdam, does research at the Uni of Ghent and organizes the media education
program of De Balie, a renowned center for political and cultural debate. His work
is online at: http://simsim.rug.ac.be/staff/rob/
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A Practical Inclusive Design Approach
Thursday 19 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (2) chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr John Clarkson, Dr Simeon Keates
Cambridge University Engineering Department, UK

Abstract

Designers instinctively design for able-bodied users and are either unaware of
the needs of users with different capabilities, or do not know how to accommodate
their needs into the design cycle. Hence, there is an urgent need for design methods,
based on a better understanding of age and ability related factors, which will lead
to a minimising of the impact of impairments and thereby extend quality life.
The aim of this paper is to present a methodological design approach for
implementing inclusive design. A summary of the principal methods for designing
for users with different capabilities is given along with a description of a model,
the Inclusive Design Cube, that displays how the different approaches are
complementary and can provide complete population coverage. Building on the
concept of the user pyramid design approach (Benktzon, 1993), the authors have
developed a model that relates capability level, population profile and suitable
design approach in a simple graphical format. The resultant model is the inclusive
design cube (IDC) (Keates and Clarkson, 1999). Each axis on the cube represents
user capability and the enclosed volumes reflect population coverage. The IDC is a
very potent visualisation tool and communicates the needs of different sections of
the population. However, for practical implementation of inclusive design practices,
it is necessary to have an accompanying rigorous methodology.
Developing a usable product interface for wider user capabilities involves
understanding the fundamental nature of the interaction. Typical interaction with
an interface consists of the user perceiving the output from the product (perception),
deciding a course of action (cognition) and the implementing the response (motor
function) (Card et al., 1983). These steps relate directly to the user’s sensory,
cognitive and motor capabilities respectively. Building on this and Nielsen’s usability
heuristics (Nielsen and Mack, 1993), a design approach has been developed, where
each level is accompanied by user trial evaluations before progression to the next
level.
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A Practical Inclusive Design Approach (continued)
The 7-level approach has been successfully applied to the design of a software
interface for the control of an interactive, assistive technology robot (Clarkson et al,
1999) and the evaluation of an information point for use in post offices. The latter
shall be presented as a case study to demonstrate how application of the 7-level
approach would have affected its overall usability. Using the 7-level approach
and the Inclusive Design Cube, serious usability and accessibility shortfalls were
identified that are being addressed in the information point re-design.
References:
• Benktzon, M (1993), ‘Designing for our future selves: the Swedish experience,’
Applied Ergonomics, 24 (1), pp19-27.
• Card, S K, Moran, T P and Newell, A (1983), The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
• Clarkson, P J, Keates, S and Dowland, R (1999), ‘The design and control of assistive
devices,’ in Proceedings of the International Conference on Engineering Design,
Munich, Germany, August 1999, Vol. 1, pp425-428.
• Keates, S and Clarkson, P J (1999), ‘Towards a generic approach for designing for
all users,’ in Proceedings of RESNA, Long Beach, CA, June 1999, pp97-99.
• Nielsen, J and Mack, R L (1993), Usability Inspection Methods. Wiley & Sons.
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Touching on Sound Thoughts
Thursday 19 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre One
Philosophies and Approaches (2) chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr John Olley
School of Architecture, University College Dublin, Ireland

Abstract

Bodily movement along with each of the five senses are channels for the transmission of information from the environment and objects to an individual. This
information, is the stuff of experience that leads to development, intellectually
and haptically, as well as providing functionality and aesthetic and emotional
experience in day to day life. For each individual, their senses and mobility have
their own particular acuity. The way the information is received, processed and
comprehended may be enhanced or limited by intellectual capacity. One’s mobility
might be curtailed which limits the extent that one can stretch out and probe the
world through touch. Some of these channels become more important than others
for different people. And so the way the information resides within the world, its
extent, its legibility, its intelligibility and its functionality becomes more critical.
The Oxford English dictionary gives two definitions of aesthetics: 1) The science
of the conditions of sensuous perception; 2) The philosophy of taste or of the
perception of the beautiful. The meaning of this word aesthetics shifted in the
nineteenth century from the first to the second definition. Experience through the
senses was diminished in favour of the cerebral and elitist criteria for discussing
and assessing art, architecture and design. Much of architectural history and the
history of the designed artefact is written from the perspective of the second
definition. What happens if we turn our gaze upon history to the science of the
conditions of sensuous perception?
This paper selectively samples this perspective and ponders its importance in
formulating an approach and attitude towards inclusive design. The discussion
ranges from the manipulation of visual perception in painting to the neglected
dimensions of the visual in architecture; through the shaping of the sonic landscape
to construction, making and wayfinding. This informs a strategy to teaching within
the School of Architecture at University College Dublin aimed at resolving the
conflict that Richard Sennett claims has arisen between buildings and people: the
value of a building as form is at odds with the value of a building in use.
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Pitfalls of Inclusive Design or ‘The Banana Skin Theory of
Design for Able People’
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Retired, formerly University of Applied Science Dessau, Germany

Abstract

The introduction is a summary of my personal views on the relative importance of
design in pursuing our daily activities. It incorporates answers to some rather basic
questions; what is design? what is ability? what is disability? what is a product?
what is an aid? and, how are they interconnected? Also, a proposition is introduced
for a basis model of our environment. This model contains elements which form
part of the answers to the above questions. A number of embryonic definitions are
presented for further examination and development. The introduction is followed
by a short analysis of the rudimentary philosophies and the fundamental elements
which form part of the design process, how these philosophies constantly evolve
through social changes and social conscious, modes of fashion, new technologies
and new materials and how these effect our approach to design. Special emphasis
put on one particular aspect of design, the science and body of knowledge that deals
with the relationships between man and the man-made environment, the science and
body of knowledge that differentiates between individuals and defines groups. For
this purpose I propose to divide ergonomics into categories: tangible; cognitive and
socio-emotional. The unaimed spontaneity and emotions of designers - a cause
of ‘design-prejudice’ - is being addressed as are the effects of culture on the
design process. The question ‘what can history teach us?’ and other slippery items
where the designer may loose his/her balance are being addressed. Finally, a
thesis is proposed for a thought-process which should assist designers to develop
a sensitivity, an awareness and intuition which is necessary for pulling down barriers
which separate large groups of the population from participating in the culture
of everyday life.

Biography

Born in The Netherlands. Head of Applied Art and Design, Amsterdam Stedelijk
Museum. Founding member of Archimage, Amsterdam architecture and design
consultancy. Professor of Industrial Design; Hochschule fur Gestaltung Germany.
From 1980 Guest lectureships in Canada, England, Germany, Israel, Switzerland, USA.
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and Higher Education: Current Legal and Policy Issues
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Ozcan Konur
Rehabilitation Resource Centre, UK

Abstract

The last decade saw increasing participation of disabled students in further and
higher education. Therefore, the issues with regard to the accessibility of the
buildings, facilities, and equipment as well as with regard to the accessibility
of the curriculum and information have entered the public policy agenda. For
example, special funding initiatives for the higher (and further) education to fund
for the physical access and assistive technology related expenditure have been
implemented. This has been supplemented with direct payments to the disabled
students in the form of the Disabled Students’ Allowances (DSAs) for the purchase
of the access-related equipment. These developments have therefore produced
demand for the access-related challenging services and goods in further and
higher education. This demand is likely to increase during the current decade with
the implementation of the Part IV of the Disability Discrimination Act (1995) as
amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability in Education Act which is
currently passing through the Parliament.
This presentation aims to inform the participants on the current legal and policy
issues with regard to the accessibility-related issues using a comparative country
context with the use of the US as a comparator. It draws on the research project
carried out on the disabled students in higher education at the Rehabilitation
Resource Centre of the City University. It also draws on a work-in-progress paper,
(Konur, O, 2000, ‘Creating Enforceable Civil Rights for Disabled Students in Higher
Education: An Institutional Theory Perspective’, Disability and Society 15(7) pp.
1041-1063). It argues that there is a crucial active role to be played by the
manufacturers of the accessible equipment (eg assistive technology) and the
accessible service developers for the effective inclusion of disabled students in
our colleges and universities. For example, in the case of the United States where
the accessible design and communication sectors have played an important role
for the inclusion of disabled students in further and higher education since the
middle 1970s.
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Beyond Deconstruction: Addressing Conflicts Between
Graphic Design Culture and the Needs of Older Adults
Thursday 19 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Information Design chaired by Prof Bill Green
Patricia J Neafsey, Zoe Strickler
School of Nursing, University of Connecticut, USA

Abstract

The ways in which graphic designers are educated for, and learn to practice,
design comprise a professional culture that ‘reproduces’ itself with each new
generation of designers. Visual styles appear to change frequently, but many of
the assumptions, practices, and aesthetic biases that underlie contemporary visual
design decision-making have their origins in early modern practices. These have
proved to be quite durable throughout the 20th century.
Qualitative findings from the study Preventing Drug Interactions in Older Adults
suggest that some of the core values and current practices of graphic designers,
or visual communication designers, are in conflict with the information retrieval
needs of older adults with age-related visual and physical impairments. Our
experience during the study suggests that a conventional research phase of the
design process that entails reviewing information on an audience or problem area
is by itself unlikely to provide sufficient preparation to override these conflicts in
preliminary prototypes.
We will specifically discuss the interrelated problems of type size, contrast, and
screen glare for older adults in relation to aesthetic values in contemporary
design. These values and practices originate in the design studio environment
and are, in turn, culturally reinforced by reward systems within the profession.
We propose a formative research method used in the study that blended focused
group interviewing with preliminary product testing. The objective was to produce
a compare-and-contrast discussion environment with older adults that enabled
us to identify and confront problematic assumptions embedded in our process.
We will discuss failures as well as successes in arriving at a user-centered
interface for this health communication program.
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Beyond Deconstruction: Addressing Conflicts Between
Graphic Design Culture and the Needs of Older Adults
(continued)
Preventing Drug Interactions in Older Adults is an interdisciplinary research
collaboration involving researchers from pharmacology, nursing, educational
psychology, and communication design. The study investigates the extent to
which animated, interactive, educational software designed for the needs and
preferences of older adults may increase knowledge and self-efficacy and
reduce self-medication risk behaviours in population of representative older
adults regarding interactions between common over-the-counter medications and
prescription drugs and alcohol.

Biography

Patricia J Neafsey, PhD, Associate Professor, Pharmacology University of
Connecticut, School of Nursing Dr Neafsey holds an MS in nutritional biochemistry
from Cornell University, the PhD in pharmaceutical science from the University
of Connecticut, and completed post-doctoral work at Tufts University. She has
authored more than 32 papers on nutrition, pharmacology, and the use of interactive computer technology in nursing education and patient dose risk reduction.
Her recent work involves a research collaboration to measure the effectiveness
of an interactive, animated educational software program for reducing high-risk
self-medication behaviors in a population of older adults.
Zoe Strickler, MDes, Communication Design Research Specialist University of
Connecticut, School of Nursing Zoe Strickler holds a BFA from the Minneapolis
College of Art and Design and an MDes in visual communication design from
the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. During the 1980s she worked
as a designer for the firms Eaton & Associates Design and Cohen Little
Design in Minneapolis where her work won national awards for excellence.
Her research concerns link theories of behavioural change to health and safety
communication applications for specific audiences. She has taught and held
academic appointments at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design and the
University of Connecticut.
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Tactile Graphics: Under-used Aids for Blind and Partially
Sighted People
Thursday 19 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Information Design chaired by Prof Bill Green
Dave Gunn, Sarah Morley, Prof Helen Petrie
National Centre for Tactile Diagrams, University of Hertfordshire, UK

Abstract

The world of sighted people is full of information in visual forms. Imagine that
world without diagrams, pictures and maps: anything from pictures in books and
magazines, through diagrams of the microwave or mobile phone, to maps of the
Underground and holiday destinations. Yet that is the imageless world of blind and
partially sighted people undertaking work, education and leisure activities.
Visual materials can be converted into tactile graphics (a general name for tactile
pictures, diagrams and maps) for blind and partially sighted people. This not only
gives direct access to the information they contain, but may help people form
mental frameworks for remembering and understanding the material they are
using. Tactile graphics can be made using a variety of technologies and materials
that create raised lines and textures on a paper or plastic surface. They can have
labels and explanatory material in large print, braille or other tactile forms. Not all
blind people know braille, so audio-taped descriptions are also useful. However,
converting the visual graphic to an appropriate tactile one is not simply a matter
of taking a visual image and making some kind of ‘tactile photocopy’. The tactile
sense is considerably less sensitive than the visual sense. Also, touch works in
a more serial manner than vision. So the visual graphic needs to be re-designed
to make sense in tactile form. This usually involves removing extraneous detail
and decoration, perhaps providing a series of tactile images to illustrate different
components, an additional overview tactile image and a verbal description. For
these reasons, tactile graphics have been greatly under-used and misunderstood.
The National Centre for Tactile Diagrams, University of Hertfordshire, provides
assistance and expertise in producing effective tactile graphics. This can involve
producing tactile graphics, advising businesses and individuals on their best use
and the tactile design of products and training in the production and use of tactile
graphics. Further information is available at our web site: http://www.nctd.org.uk
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Creating Accessible Graphic and Cognitive Formats for use in
Educational, Museum and other Public Display Situations
Thursday 19 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Lecture Theatre Two
Information Design chaired by Prof Bill Green
Julia Cassim
Small Business Programme, Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, UK

Abstract

The introduction of the National Curriculum in 1988 and the enactment of the
Disability Discrimination Act were two factors behind the exponential growth of
educational and service provision for diverse audiences in the museum/heritage
sector in the UK. This, in turn, has led to a need for the provision of educational
and display materials in alternative formats and display methods in non-traditional
forms that are accessible on both a cognitive and physical level for audiences of
all abilities and ages.
In the museum/gallery sector, in particular, the demand for more accessible displays
has led to a conflict between the institution’s conservational remit to preserve their
collections in optimum condition for posterity with the need for access by visually
impaired and juvenile audiences who require a more direct experience. Where this
concerns art collections, materials produced in the existing tactile formats for visually impaired audiences have been rejected for public display on aesthetic grounds
by exhibition designers while ‘touch tours’ where artefacts are handled are both
rare and resisted institutionally. A real alternative to this impasse is presented
by two-dimensional works. However, no satisfactory method of making these
cognitively and physically accessible has been devised. The paper will describe
a raised graphic format developed by the author with accompanying audio
description that meets the aesthetic considerations of exhibition designers, the
tactile and cognitive requirements of visually impaired audiences and can be used
equally by learning disabled and older audiences in different educational and leisure
contexts. It also overcomes the problems related to the formats currently in use.
The paper will be based on the results of a five-year research project working
with a group of 40 visually impaired adults in Japan and the author’s experience of
designing exhibitions and educational materials for such audiences. The long-term
psychological effects of cultural access for this group of non-museum goers will
also be touched upon.
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What’s Going to Make Design for All Catch On?
Thursday 19 April (15.45 - 17.00) – Workshop
Philosophies and Approaches
Lindsey Etchell
Ricability, UK

Abstract

Over the last decade Ricability has assessed over 200 mainstream domestic
appliances for their ease of use by older and disabled people. In all that time we
have identified only one product that we could unreservedly recommend as meeting
the requirements of inclusive design: one top of the range washing machine.
Most of the time our research identifies individual products with a mix of accessible
and inaccessible features. For older and disabled consumers that often means
living with domestic appliances that meet only some of their needs. Ricability will
present examples of products – on sale in British high street shops – and show
where they score and lose points on the Ricability checklists. We shall then lead
a discussion among delegates to first identify how these products can be better
designed and engineered to make them usable by most consumers. The delegates
will then be asked to explore what will encourage industry in the next decade to
manufacture accessible mainstream products: is legislation the answer? Would
self-regulation – codes of practice etc – be more productive? How about standardisation – British, European, International? Is more information required? Is more
PR needed – to convince industry of demographic implications, potential market
size? What can consumer organisations do? What can disability groups do? Design
for all principles have increasingly received greater attention in the last decade.
What can we all do to achieve the cultural shift that is needed in industry to achieve
widespread product improvements?

Biography

Lindsey Etchell’s background is in independent consumer research. She worked
at the Consumers’ Association and the National Consumer Council before joining
RICA over ten years ago. RICA’s remit is to provide independent, research-based
information on products and services to older and disabled consumers. Lindsey
has been responsible for RICA’s considerable body of work in the inclusive design
field including leading practical research projects to assess mainstream domestic
appliances for their adherence to design-for-all principles.
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Creative Community Formation for Inclusive Design
Thursday 19 April (15.45 - 17.00) – Workshop
User-Centred Design
Denis O’Brien
Open University Business School, UK

Abstract

Please come to this workshop if you want to be part of a self organising learning
community of active people who wish to deepen their practice and interpretation
of Inclusive Design in all walks of life.
This workshop will enable deep ideas to be explored, represented and shared. It
will be based upon a Masterclass which I ran for MA students at the Royal College
of Art in 1999 and ongoing research in the facilitation of participative learning
with MA students at Goldsmiths College London and MBA students at the UK
Open University Business School on their course ‘B822: Creativity, Innovation and
Change’. The workshop will be highly participative, involving buzz groups and
plenary activities. Sharing simple freehand drawings and personal objects will
help the group evolve and energise itself. The result will be a sense of creative
consensus that will fuel honestly, learning and self organisation around the topic
of Inclusive Design. This workshop will be sensitive to the culture and aspiration
of each delegate.
That’s the promise: come along and enjoy.

Biography

Denis O’Brien is a Fellow of the Ergonomics Society, a member of the Design
Research Society and is a Ergonomics/Creativity Consultant in User Centered
Design. He designs and runs strategy and top team building meetings, seminars
and workshops for industrial, educational and government clients. Past Projects
include the design of:the Control Complex at New Scotland Yard, the Security
Control Room for the Bank of England a new Parcel Sorting Machine for the
Post Office. Past clients include: DTI; AMEX; Railtrack and BP. He is currently
interested in facilitating the formation of ‘self organising and trusting communities’
associated with teaching and the EFQM Excellence Model.
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Signage for All
Thursday 19 April (15.45 - 17.00) – Workshop
Information Design
Helen Allen, Gill Whitney
JMU Access Partnership, Royal National Institute for the Blind and
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association, UK

Abstract

The aim of this workshop will be to demonstrate how audible, visual and tactile
signs can be used together to guide blind, partially sighted and sighted people
round public buildings.
The workshop will make use of the research work that the JMU Access Partnership
has carried out into the design, positioning and wording required for remotely
triggered audible signs, tactile signs (both braille and tactile icons) and visual
signs.
The workshop will look at the needs of the ageing population and the introduction
of different types of signs can assist them to use the built environment.
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ABSTRACTS
Educators Roundtable
Thursday 19 April (15.45 - 17.00) – Workshop
Philosophies and Approaches
Andrew Walker
The Architectural Associaton, UK

Abstract

Much work is already being done already on widening the skills of designers to
include everyone. The resolution of 15 February 2001 from the Council of Europe
asks that inclusive design (universal or design for all) is promoted at all levels of
education and all areas of design and states that this should now be compulsory
in all design curricula. Already the RIBA and other professional bodies are seeing
how this can be taken further. This workshop will engage those already working
in the field or wishing to begin to teach such ideas and the training of key
players in this process. Here will be an opportunity to exchange information,
provide feedback and debate ideas on: setting about such teaching; developing
team teaching with other faculties; strategies for infusing work in courses led
by other people strategies for sustaining the participation of user experts; live
projects; evaluation of student work.
It is hoped that the occasion may lead to the setting up of a networking body to
promote the changes that will both benefit our mixed professions and promote
inclusive design.

Biography

Andrew Walker AA Dipl, Grad Dipl AA (Cons), ACArch, Architect. Senior Judge for
the Civic Trust Awards with special responsibility for the Access Award sponsored
by English Heritage. Lottery Architecture Panel Member for the Arts Council
of England, Represents the Association of Consultant Architects on the Radar
Access Advisory Committee. Founder Member of UKiiD, organised the first
international conference in Inclusive Design at Docklands in 2000. Specialised
in Building Conservation before becoming a wheelchair user in 1982. Designed the
Mike Heaffey Sports & Rehabilitation Centre, Stanmore 1985. Head of Technical
Studies at the Architectural Association 1983-94. Established the Environmental
Access Programme at AA 1992.
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Inclusivity, Product Development and the Built Environment
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (2) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Helen Allen
JMU Access Partnership, Royal National Institute for the Blind, UK

Abstract

We are all well aware of the requirements of the DDA and Part M of the Building
Regulations. Integral to meeting that requirement is the provision of components
and equipment that go some way to make an environment accessible. Both internal
and external equipment deserves detailed attention just as much as the building
itself.
It is not just the responsibility of the architect, developer, building owner or service provider to create an accessible environment but also the manufacturer to
provide appropriate products. There is still a dearth of choice for specifiers, who
to some extent have ‘their hands tied behind their backs’ when it comes to product
availability. Little wonder that they play safe. None of us want to see ‘go faster
stripes’ and primary colours which often lend to stigmatising products, but there
is a need for more lateral thinking and a move towards producing well designed
products with more choice. Hand-in-hand with product provision is the issue of
installation and maintenance. Attempts are often seen at specifying the right
product but installing it in the wrong place or neglecting its upkeep, thus negating
its effect or even creating another barrier or hazard. It is important to consider
the longevity and ease of maintenance of products, and especially the speed of
replacement of parts. This has an impact of building management issues and
in particular staff awareness, whether it be the cleaner, receptionist, head of
facilities management or the director.
Badly designed products will neither be specified or used. There has been a recent
spate of reports, eg Audit Commission (‘Fully Equipped’, 2000) and the Department
of Trade and Industry,DTI (A Study of the Difficulties Disabled people have when
using Everyday Consumer Products’, 2000) all of which have highlighted the
implications of bad product design. By ignoring our responsibilities as designer,
manufacturer, retailer, specifier and service provider, it won’t be just the user
that loses out.
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Inclusive Ideation: Smartphone Services for All
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (2) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Lauren A Peacock, Dr Patrick Jordan, Rie Imai
Symbian Ltd, UK

Abstract

Inclusive products are those which can be used by the disabled and non-disabled
alike. A common approach to inclusive design is to begin with a product that
is fit for the non-disabled to use and then to adapt it for people who have a
particular disability. ‘Everyday’ products such as cars, domestic appliances,
consumer electronics products, communication products etc etc are almost
always originally designed for the non-disabled in the first instance and then, if
necessary, redesigned or adapted (usually by specialist firms) for the disabled.
Occasionally products that were originally designed for the disabled have proved
to be popular with the wider public. The TV remote control is arguably the most
spectacular example of this. Other products that were — according to some
commentators — originally designed for the disabled include: the ball-point pen
(a robust writing tool for people with motor control difficulties), the photocopier
(a means of copying text for people who, because of arthritis, have difficulty
writing) and the flip-top bin (a means of opening the lid of the bin for people
who have difficulty bending down). This presentation reports the outcomes of an
idea generation (‘ideation’) workshop in which the second of these approaches was
used. The subject of the workshop was the potential of third generation (3G or
‘smartphone’) mobile technology to support products and services which meet the
needs of the disabled and the non-disabled alike.
A series of personas were created. Personas are ‘made-up’ people, each with a
set of physical, cognitive, emotional and lifestyle characteristics. The personas
used included non-disabled people as well as people with a variety of different
disabilities. Starting with a disabled persona, the members of the workshop
generated ideas for product and service concepts — deliverable via 3G technology
— which would be helpful to this person. The concepts were then evaluated in
terms of their potential appeal and usefulness for the other personas — both
those that were non-disabled and those which had different disabilities.
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ABSTRACTS
Inclusive Ideation: Smartphone Services for All (continued)
Concept ideas were classified depending on the perceived breadth of appeal and
benefit of the idea. A four way classification system was used:
1. Inclusive Concepts: Those that might be appealing and beneficial for people with
the specific disability originally addressed by the concept and also for a significant
proportion of the non-disabled and people with other disabilities.
2. Special Concepts: Those that might be appealing and beneficial for people with
the specific disability originally addressed by the concept, but not for others.
3. Mass Concepts: Those that, on reflection, may not be appealing and beneficial
for people with the specific disability originally addressed by the concept, but
which might be appealing to non-disabled users.
4. Unappealing concepts: Those that, on reflection, may not be appealing and
beneficial for people with the specific disability originally addressed by the
concept, nor anyone else.
Clearly, some of the concepts which fall into the ‘Inclusive’ and ‘Mass’ categories
may have the potential for commercial viability, as may some of the ideas in the
‘Special’ category (although the potential is likely to be far more limited here).
It is concluded that ideation based on new technology and disabled personas is a
potentially rich source of ideas for products and services which will be beneficial
for all.

Biography

Rie Imai has a bachelors degree in psychology from Buckingham University and
a Masters degree in Ergonomics from University College London. After working
as a consultant for Symbian on the issue of cross cultural interface adaptation, Rie
took a full time post with the company in January 2001. Her research interests
include cross-cultural studies, inclusive design and the role of electronic media in
influencing communication style.
Lauren Peacock leads Symbian's market segmentation research as well as the
company‚s comparative culture and inclusive design programs. She has experience
in ergonomic testing, information management and control and display design.
Previously, she was development manager with Hackney Enterprise Agency where
she implemented programs to help third age‚ people return to work as well
as internet training programs for women and youths. She has also worked in
research and development for the Red Cross.
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Product Design Trends and the Future Body of Knowledge
Required for the Inclusive Design and Services
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (2) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Vesna Popovic
Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Abstract

The profession of Product Design is under constant transition, which is
influenced by the information technologies, social, economic and political
changes. The introduction of CAID (Computer Aided Design) and CAM (Computer
Aided Manufacture), stereo lithography (SL), virtual reality (VR), new material
development and concurrent engineering have had strongest impact to the
profession and its services. This is demonstrated by the content analysis of
web sites of product design consultancies worldwide (48 countries) and new job
advertisements for product design service. The presented results are trend
indicators that give some reliable information about the product design service
providers (designers) and the product design service users (client/industry) in
regions of different levels of industrial and economic development. The division
of services emerged from the content analysis and consists of (a) design area,
(b) management and marketing, (c) design and development, (d) materials and
(e) other services. The research has indicated that the differences exist in services
offered in developed and new industrialised countries. In the developing and
new industrialised countries, it appears that designers are expected to cover
a broader range of design activities. However, it seems that in industrialised
countries designers work as a part of multidisciplinary teams. The number of
design areas demonstrates that in new industrialised and developing countries
the design area is expressed by its generic name while in industrialised countries
this is much more specific. The available surveyed advertisements were from
USA, Germany, Canada, Australia, Holland and UK. They indicated that new body
of knowledge would be required and that designers do not design just static forms
– they design and predict human experiences with products and systems.
.
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Product Design Trends and the Future Body of Knowledge
Required for the Inclusive Design and Services (continued)
This paper attempts to identify the knowledge base that product design practice
would require. It will concentrate on the future body of knowledge needed to support
human experiences within the inclusive design framework. This abstract is based
on unpublished research that the author has been conducting since 1999 which is
supported by Queensland University of Technology Scholarship to Professions Grant.

Biography

Vesna Popovic is Associate Professor in Industrial Design at the Queensland
University of Technology where she is responsible for the development of
the Industrial design discipline. She has worked as an industrial design and
ergonomics consultant and was involved in international studies conducted by
ICSID (International Council of Societies of Industrial Design), UNDRO (United
Nation Disaster Relief Organisation) and The League of Red Cross Societies. She
was UNIDO Expert for Developing Countries. She has a number of realised designs
and some of them received significant awards (18 Awards) and has been published
in refereed and non-refereed publications. Her research interest is in area of
product design research, design theory and human factors and applied ergonomics. She is a Fellow of the Design Institute of Australia, Member of Human Factors
Society (USA), Ergonomic Society of Australia and Design Research Society (UK).
She is the Executive Member of the International Council of Societies of Industrial
Design (ICSID).
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Experiences of user-centred design of information and
communication technologies with disabled and elderly
people: the work of the Sensory Disabilities Research Unit
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre One
Design Opportunities (2) chaired by Prof Bill Green
Val Johnson, Anne-Marie O’Neill, Prof Helen Petrie
University of Hertfordshire, UK

Abstract

Disabled and elderly people represent a substantial proportion of any modern
society, with between 10% and 15% of people can be considered disabled. In
Europe that represents approximately 57 million people (Carruthers, Humphreys
and Sandhu, 1993). Many people are disabled because of the general process of
aging, but if we consider the elderly population as a whole, about 20% of the
population in developed countries is over 55 years of age (making approximately
75 million older people in Europe and 55 million in the USA and Canada). This
percentage is expected to rise to about 35% by the year 2050 (Vanderheiden, 1990).
In spite of these compelling figures, almost all information and communication
technologies (ICTs), are designed by and for young and able-bodied users.
However, many disabled and elderly users have problems in using ICTs. Think
of trying to use a mouse to manipulate a computer application if you could not
clearly distinguish the cursor on the screen, or if you have a hand tremor. Yet
current versions of Microsoft Word, which is typical of current word processors,
have a default tool bar with 25 small icons. Manipulating these icons with a mouse
requires good eyesight, a steady hand, and good hand-eye co-ordination.
Nonetheless, ICTs can be used to great advantage by disabled and elderly people
and can be designed to meet their needs. Our research group has been involved
in a range of projects to design and evaluate both adaptive and assistive ICTs,
including systems to access GUI operating systems (Petrie, Morley, McNally,
O’Neill, and Majoe, 1997), ATMs (van Schaik, Petrie, Kirby, and Orpe 1994),
new telephone systems (Johnson, Petrie and Mercinelli, 1998) and an innovative
navigational aid for visually impaired people (Petrie, Johnson, Strothotte, Michel,
Raab, Reichert and Schalt, 1997). Conference on Human-Computer Interaction.
London: Chapman and Hall.
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Experiences of user-centred design of information and
communication technologies with disabled and elderly
people: the work of the Sensory Disabilities Research Unit
(continued)
In this paper we will consider some of the methods we have found most successful
in designing and evaluating these ICTs, including many techniques adapted from
mainstream human-computer interaction such as careful elicitation and specific
of user requirements, Wizard of Oz simulation studies, scenario-based design,
and heuristic and user-based evaluations. We will illustrate these methods with
examples from our recent projects. We will present a first set of guidelines of best
practice for the design of ICTs for disabled and elderly people to maximise their
inclusion in the Information Society.
References
• Johnson, V, Petrie, H, and Mercinelli, M (1998). An investigation of the user
needs for screen-based telephony for people with visual impairments. In I
Placencia-Porrero and E. Ballabio (Eds), Improving the quality of life for the
European citizen. IOS Press. ISBN 90 5199 406 0.
• Petrie, H (1997). User-centred design and evaluation of adaptive and assistive
technology for disabled and elderly users. Informationstechnik und Technische
Informatik, 39(2), 7 – 12.
• Petrie, H, Johnson, V, Strothotte, T, Michel, R, Raab, A, Reichert, L and Schalt,
A (1997). User-centred design in the development of a navigational aid for blind
travellers. Human-Computer Interaction: INTERACT ‘97. (IFIP TC13 International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction). London: Chapman and Hall.
• Petrie, H., Morley, S, McNally, P, O’Neill, A.-M. and Majoe, D (1997). Initial
design an evaluation of an interface to hypermedia systems for blind users. In M.
Bernstein, L Carr and K Osterbye (Eds), Proceedings of Hypertext 97: The Eighth
ACM Conference on Hypertext. New York: ACM Press.
• van Schaik, P, Petrie, H, Kirby, V and Orpe, H (1994). User requirements for
smart card and self-service terminal technology for disabled and elderly people.
In JM Gill (Ed), Proceedings of COST 219 Conference on Smart Cards and Disability.
London: Royal National Institute for the Blind.
• Vanderheiden, GC.(1990). Thirty-something millions: should they be exceptions?
Human Factors, 32(4), 383 - 396.
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The Development of a Computer Design Tool for Virtual
User Trials: Data Collection Methods
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Design tools chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr Diane E Gyi, Russell Marshall, Ruth E Oliver, J Mark Porter, Keith Case
Loughborough University, UK

Abstract

There are clear gains to be made by integrating the user within the design process.
User trials are a commonly used technique in ergonomics evaluation. The users
evaluate the product, workplace, or system against a predetermined set of criteria
so that some judgement can then be made as to the suitability of the design, and
recommendations made accordingly. However, user trials are expensive and
efforts to involve older and disabled consumers are often hampered by a lack
of understanding of their additional requirements. Also, many designers work by
themselves and do not always feel they have the skills (or support) to work with
these user groups.
This paper reports on the collection of data towards the development of computer
based simulations of user trials. These virtual user trials will involve the use of
a multivariate database of older and disabled ‘individuals’ and their ‘behaviours’
by accessing it during computer design work. The percentage accommodated by a
design can be predicted based on criteria for task success (reach, vision) set by the
designer. This can be used for preliminary work and to test some of the physical
aspects of a design, allowing the more discerning involvement of users. Existing
anthropometric and biomechanical data relating to older and disabled people are
limited particularly in relation to tasks. A pilot study with eight older and disabled
users was undertaken to investigate and validate methods of collecting new data.
Interview surveys with both designers and older and disabled people lead to the
choice of using the lift-bend-reach activities associated with cooking and using
an oven. Kitchen activities also contain many generic actions applicable to other
‘Activities of Daily Living’ and are suitable for modelling on a computer. Future
pilot work will involve other tasks associated with shopping in supermarkets and
using transport. This pilot study compares the collection of the following data using
traditional measuring techniques and CODA (a real-time motion capture system):
anthropometry, joint constraints, reach envelopes, posture analysis, kitchen task
capabilities and behaviours. It will inform procedures for the data collection with
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The Ritsumeikan DAITS Programme: Linking Device
Development with Design and Dissemination
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Design tools chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Monte Cassim
Center for Global Education and Research, Ritsumeikan University, Japan

Abstract

The Ritsumeikan DAITS programme attempts to bridge the emerging digital divide
by working to include those who have been physically, intellectually, emotionally
or otherwise left out of the benefits that the revolution in information and
communication technologies can bring to bear on our lives. It is being launched
against the background of the revision of the Health Care law in April 2000. The
current achievements and challenges of the projects will be discussed. In essence,
DAITS has three components: (1) A device development component based on
linking Ritsumeikan’s strength in science and engineering, design, fabrication
and application of VLSI circuits, electronic sensors, robotics, micro-machining,
biomedical engineering and new materials development. Three projects will be
analysed: the Best Silver Project, designs devices for enhancing the self reliance
of senior citizens; the Gold Medal Project, although intended for the biomedical
monitoring and training of Olympic athletes, analyses the bio-mechanics of what
keeps us in prime condition and a project involving Smart House technologies,
carried out in collaboration with Stanford University’s CSLI, which addresses the
issue of independent living for disabled persons. (2) A design component, which
is currently patchy, needs to be strengthened to make the products and services
developed from the above projects more inclusive and perhaps serve a larger
audience. (3) A diffusion and dissemination component, which will focus on a
training programme addressing health service delivery and health service
technology access.
DAITS has also started to work on a platform for bringing together academic
research, user groups, the not-for-profit (NPO) sector, the creative arts and
design sector, businesses and government. A global partnership is envisaged
and a cyber-laboratory has been conceived, in collaboration with the Osaka
Business Innovation Centre, with electronic liaison (e-Liaison), teleconferencing
and tele-training as its principal activities. The programme’s findings will be
consolidated into a widely accessible specialist knowledge bank. An electronic
library (e-Library), accessible through the Internet, is also being considered.
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How to Assess Whether New Technology is Necessarily
Better Technology
Friday 20 April (11.45 - 13.00) – Lecture Theatre Two
Design tools chaired by Prof Alastair Macdonald
Dr P John Clarkson, Dr Lee-Anne Harrison, Dr Simeon Keates,
University of Cambridge, UK

Abstract

In 2002, 1000 million of the world population will have a noticeable degree of functional
impairment (1). It is well established that impairments such as hearing and vision
are degenerative and associated with increasing age. In response to these changes
legislation has forced organisations to consider designing products for impaired user,
eg the declarative stipulations from USA and UK have been instrumental in encouraging an upsurge of initiatives in ‘universal design’ (2) and ‘design for all’ (3). However,
in spite of all these changes, it is still necessary to encourage better design, informing organisations of the impact that their strategic decisions have on their product
accessibility. This paper aims to: present a new approach to inclusive design that
evaluates the scope of user capabilities in relation to the usability demands made by
a particular product. The method links population data with a capability assessment,
an anthropometric analysis and an ergonomic appraisal; to determine the number
of people that have the functional capability in using any considered product. The
method is illustrated by reference to the measurable changes in usability resulting
from the continual development of television sets. It comprises of three parts: i) a
review of the information requirements for inclusive design coupled with a review
of the availability of user capability and anthropometric data; ii) a description of the
development of a framework for usability evaluation; iii) an evaluation of the new
method by reference to its application to a redesign case study of television controls.
Over the years televisions have evolved and these changes have been accompanied
by a move from set top to remote controls. The review, using the approach described
above, shall compare the relative merits of typical examples of each control technology.
References: (1) WHO (1998), ‘Population Ageing - A Public Health Challenge,’ Fact
Sheet No. 135, World Health Organisation, Geneva. (2) Universal Design (1998),
‘Principles of Universal Design,’ The Center for Universal Design, NC State University,
School of Design, USA. (3) Janssen, TJ and Van der Vegt, H (1998), ‘Commercial Design
For All (DFA),’ in Proceedings of the 3rd TIDE Congress, Marina Congress Centre,
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Interactive Third Age Workshop
Thursday 20 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
User-Centred Design
Suzanne Lockyer, David Hitchcock
TAURUS, University of Loughborough, UK

Abstract

Although people are living longer and healthier lives, most of us will experience
some degree of disability as we get older. Such disabilities are frequently exacerbated by poor design. TAURUS aims to promote awareness of ‘disabling’ designs
and work towards the ‘inclusive’ design of products and the built environment.
The interactive ‘Third Age Workshop’ was presented at the HF2K Symposium held
at Loughborough University in September 2000. It aims to introduce delegates to
some of the problems faced by the ageing population and how consideration of the
design process can help alleviate these problems, leading to products which are
easier to use by everybody.
Proposed programme:
• Introduction - The philosophy versus the details:
• Characteristics of Third Agers
• Development of the Third Age Suit
• How and why the original suit was developed, and a glimpse into the future…..
* The importance of providing for the Third Age;
• Interactive demonstration of the Third Age Suit - Experience what it’s like to
be a Third Ager!
• Questions and close
• TAURUS
The Third Age Suit was initially developed by ICE Ergonomics (A TAURUS Partner)
to enable younger designers at the Ford Motor Company to experience some of the
effects of ageing. Delegates will have the opportunity to try the suit, and various
individual elements such as vision simulation goggles.

Biography

The presenter will be David Hitchcock, Head of Ergonomics Centre - ICE
Ergonomics, Chair of TAURUS. David is head of the Ergonomics Centre at ICE
Ergonomics, part of Loughborough University’s Research School in Ergonomics
and Human Factors. David was a member of the Renfrew team who participated in
the recent DBA awards ‘care for our future selves’.
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Modularity with Versatility in Housing Adaptations Putting the User into the Manufacturing Process
Thursday 20 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
Better Buildings
Andrew R Atkinson, Karen Gray, Barbara Lucas, Judith Payling
South Bank University, UK

Abstract

Although widely promoted, universal design is difficult to achieve in housing. Satoshi
Kose, chair of CIB Tesk Group 19 (Designing for the Ageing Society) put the problem
thus (Kose 1998):
“It is very rare that one design fits all …… By the same token it is wrong to argue
that what is good for the disabled and elderly is good for everyone. We already know
that there are conflicts among the disabled, of different disabilities in particular.”
Sonoda (1998), with specific reference to designing and adapting houses to suit the
life-span of all people, criticises universal design for being almost impossible to
fulfil. He proposes two alternatives: 1) to design for each group of user separatelythis suggests the ‘ghetto-isation’ of housing between users with different needs
and is criticised (Cappelli 1998, BBC, 2000) because it involves segregating users
and disrupting the support networks established in local neighbourhoods; 2) the
alternative is to recognise the natural progression of life from young to old and
to provide housing which is adaptable according to need. In relation to the built
environment of many developed societies this adaptability can only be provided
as alterations and adaptations to the housing stock. However, independent design
expertise is in short supply, as architects and engineers are reluctant to become
involved with small, unprofitable jobs (DETR 1998, HMSO 1999).
This workshop/video presentation will report on a feasibility study (funded by EPSRC
‘EQUAL’) to investigate the solution of using modular manufacturing technology to
extend houses. Modular construction could improve quality of building, reduce costs
and hassle and allow ‘removeability and reusability’. A central feature of our research
is to open communication between users and industry by discussing user lifestyles
and needs in informal but structured interviews, combining results with international
best practice design guidance and synthesising the two sources of information into
preliminary designs for manufactured extensions. Designs will be fed back to users
for refinement and developed to production with a modular building manufacturer.
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Development of a Tool for Addressing the US FCC
Universal Design Guidelines
Thursday 20 April (14.00 - 15.15) – Workshop
Design Tools
Bruce Claxton, Jari Jarvinen, Stephen B Wilcox
Design Science, USA

Abstract

Design Science and Motorola have developed a set of innovative tools for addressing
the needs of telecommunications product users with disabilities. These tools
include an interactive CD-based ‘document’ that provides product designers with
key information they need to incorporate inclusive design principles into their
‘and a ‘video database’ containing interviews with people with several types of
disabilities. The tools cover all of the most common types of disabilities.
The immediate stimulus for the development of the tools was the set of rules
developed by the US Federal Communications Commission, that mandates that
all telecommunications products, to the extent feasible, accommodate users with
disabilities. We analysed Motorola’s design process and created tools that fit into
the way that the Motorola design team presently works. The tools provide guidance
at the very beginning of the design process and additional, appropriate guidance as
the process unfolds. One of the requirements is that the tools be inviting enough
that the design team would actually use them. Thus, the emphasis was on both
content and form.

Biographies

Bruce Claxton has over 30 years experience in industrial design. He directs the
award winning industrial design and human factors innovation teams for Motorola.
He is an alumni of the Creative Problem Solving Institute at SUNY University of
Buffalo, N.Y. and a graduate of the Cleveland Institute of Art, in industrial design.
Bruce is the past Vice President of the Southern District of the Industrial Design
Society of America. He holds over 45 US patents and numerous foreign patents
and is a ‘Distinguished Innovator’ at Motorola. Bruce has supported creativity,
design and strategy for several companies, including Cigarette Racing Yachts,
Eaton Corporation, Farberware and Litton Industries.
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ABSTRACTS
Development of a Tool for Addressing the US FCC
Universal Design Guidelines (continued)
Jari Järvinen has a 14 year track record in Human Factors/Ergonomics and works
as a Senior Staff Human Factors Engineer at Motorola. He has written a number
of journal papers, articles, book chapters, conference papers, and book reviews
on human factors evaluation techniques and human factors aspects related to
products, tools, and advanced manufacturing systems. His education and wide
experience makes him an expert in several areas of Human Factors, including
user interface design, usability, biomechanics, and physical ergonomics of product
design. Jari joined Motorola in 1998 via BCAM International (Director of Ergonomics
Services) and Technical Research Centre of Finland.
Stephen B Wilcox is a Principal and the founder of Design Science, a user research
and interaction design consulting group in Philadelphia. He has over 15 years of
experience in product development for clients such as Motorola, NCR, GE, Ethicon,
Baxter, Pfizer, Graco, Gerry Baby Products, and Becton Dickinson. He holds a BS
in Psychology and Anthropology from Tulane University, a PhD in Experimental
Psychology from Penn State, and a Certificate in Business Administration from the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr Wilcox is currently the Chair of the Human Factors Professional Interest Section
of the Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA). He has taught Human Factors
and research methods at Carnegie Mellon University, where he also serves on the
Department of Design Advisory Board. He has published over 40 articles in design
journals or other professional journals and presented many invited addresses.
Honors include several design awards from IDSA and from International Design
Magazine. He has been a guest editor of Innovation, publication of IDSA, and has
served on the IDSA Publications Committee. He has been an invited judge for
International Design Magazine’s annual design awards, and chaired the 2000 IDSA
national conference. Dr. Wilcox also serves on the AAMI/ANSI HE48 Committee
(Human Factors for Medical Devices).
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FEEDBACK FORM
include 2001
On a scale of 1-5 (1 poor, 5 excellent) How do you rate the conference overall?

1

2

3

4

5

What was good about it?

What was most useful to you?

What could be improved at include 2003?

New ideas for include 2003?

I would like to contribute a paper/workshop to include 2003
I am interested in sponsoring include 2003. Please contact me
Please reserve my provisional place at include 2003
Name:

........................................................................................................

Organisation: ........................................................................................................
Signature:

.........................................................................................................
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
These pages are by kind permision of Elaine Ostroff, Director,
Global Universal Design Education Network, Editor and Publisher
26 - 27 April 2001

Building for Boomers and Beyond, Seniors Housing
Symposium 2001

Sponsored by the NAHB National Center for Seniors’ Housing Research, the
NAHB Research Center, and the NationalCouncil on Seniors Housing
http://www.nahbrc.org/seniors/symposium.htm
Venue: Hyatt Regency at Civic Plaza, Phoenix, AZ, USA

26 April 2001

National Home Modifications Action Coalition meeting at:
Building for Boomers and Beyond
For more information, contact Dick Duncan at rc_Duncan@ncsu.edu

29 April 1 May 2001

Outdoors for All: Creating Solutions for Inclusive
Recreation
Organized by Easter Seals Colorado.
Contact Carol Hunter at hunterc@estreet.com or visit the website at:
http://www.eastersealsco.org/Roundtable/roundtable_info.html
Venue: Roundtable and Exposition, in Silver Creek, Colorado, USA

3-5 May 2001

The Child’s Right to Play: A Global Approach

Hofstra Cultural Center, Hofstra University in cooperation with the American
Association of the Child’s Right to Play (IPA/USA). email to:
HOFCULTR@Hofstra.edu or see
http://www.hofstra.edu/play and http://ipausa.org
Venue: Hempstead, NY, USA
1-5 June 2001

Inclusion by Design - Planning the Barrier-Free World

The Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work is hosting an international world
congress is hosting an international world congress.
see: http://www.ccrw.org or contact: congress@ccrw.org
Venue: (Palais des Congrés de Montréal) Montréal, Canada
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21-24 June 2001

Democracy, Diversity & Disablility in Winnipeg, Canada
This is Society for Disability Studies annual meeting. The Information is at:
http://www.uic.edu/orgs/sds/

24-25 June 2001

Home Modifications Workshop: Skills, Approaches
and Teamwork

For more information on this workshop contact either the Canadian Centre on
Disability Studies (204-287-8411 or ccds@ escape.ca) or the Universal Design
Institute (204-474-8588 or universal_design@umanitoba.ca)
Venue: Norwood Hotel Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

1 - 6 July 2001

Home Modifications Workshop: Skills, Approaches
and Teamwork
International Association of Gerontology: 17th Congress
http://www.harbour.sfu.ca/iag/abstguid.html
Venue: Vancouver, Canada

5 - 12 August 2001

1st International Conference on 'Universal Access in
Human-Computer Interaction'

contact Constantine Stephanidis, conference chair at: cs@ics.forth.gr or see the
conference website: http://uahci.ics.forth.gr/
Venue: Fairmount Hotel, New Orleans, LA, USA

23 - 24 August 2001

Accessible Practices Workshop: Exhibitions

Contact: Jessica Stricker, 412/237-1806,
e-mail strickerj@csc.clpgh.org
http://www.astc.org/resource/camp/workshop/aproject2.htm
Venue: Carnegie Science Center, Pittsburgh, USA
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12-14 September 2001

International Conference on Technology and Aging

Sponsored by the Government of Toronto, RESNA and other organisations
email: bbuchanan@look.ca
http://www.icta.on.ca
Venue: Toronto, Canada

14 September 2001

Accessible Practices Workshop: Facilities/Visitor Services
Contact: Elana Yellen, 314/289-4426; e-mail eyellen@slsc.org
http://www.astc.org/resource/camp/workshop/aproject2.htm
Venue: St Louis Science Center, St Louis, USA

19 - 20 October 2001

Integrating Differences: Theories and Applications
of Universal Design in New York City, Fashion Institute
of Technology
Contact Dr. Desiree Koslin, at koslinde@fitsuny.edu, or fax 212.217.7910
The full programme will be posted on the website in April at:
http://www.fitnyc.suny.edu/USD.html or can be mailed

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Adding your information, questions to the Global Universal Design Education
Network Online News:
Send e-mail to elaineos@ici.net by the 20 of each month for the next month’s
mailing. Articles should be limited to 600 words. If the issue is too full to include,
and the timeliness of the article allows it, the publishers may hold the item until
the following month.
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HOST ORGANISATIONS
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre

The Helen Hamlyn Research Centre at the Royal College of Art is a centre for
design research & development which responds to social change. Its focus is
inclusive design - using design to improve quality of life for people of all ages
and abilities. Funded by the Helen Hamlyn Foundation and launched in January
1999, the Centre aims to:
• explore the design implications of major social changes which will
affect ‘our future selves’
• respond by presenting relevant design concepts and developing
their practical application
• inform and aim to influence key opinion makers in government
departments, business, industry, design and education in order to effect
change in the real world.
The Centre explores the practical design implications of four key social and
demographic trends: ageing populations; changing patterns of work; mobility
for all and innovation in care and rehabilitation.
Information: http://www.hhrc.rca.ac.uk

Contemporary Trends Institute

The Contemporary Trends Institute (CTI) monitors socio-economic, lifestyle and
aesthetic trends. It offers strategic consultancy in the areas of design, marketing
and brand identity and numbers many of the world’s leading multinationals
amongst its clients. The CTI organises international conferences and events on
issues relating to the major trends of the day. The institute also publishes books
on trends - and design-related issues. These books are published under the CTI
imprint of Taylor and Francis.
• Strategic Consultancy. CTI offers advice about design and marketing strategy
and brand identity to the manufacturing, service and retail sectors.
• Training. CTI has teaching partnerships with a number of Europe’s leading
universities and research centres.
• Conferences. CTI organises conferences on issues related to design and
marketing strategy. By understanding trends we are able to pinpoint important
issues and to develop conferences on those topics.
• Publishing. CTI has recently established an imprint for design books. The
intention is to publish relevant works by the world’s leading designers and design
strategists along with conference proceedings.
Information: ctrendsi@mail.com
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CREDITS
Organisation
CTI: Dr Patrick Jordan, Head of CTI

Timeline Team

HHRC
Roger Coleman, Centre Director
John Bound, INCLUDE 2001 Organiser
Margaret Durkan, Administrator &
Art Director
Wanda Polanski, Assistant Administrator
David Whittle, Website & IT Co-ordinator

Contribution Review Panel

Prof Alastair Macdonald
Glasgow School of Art (Co-Chair)
Prof Patricia Moore
Arizona State University (Co-Chair)
Roger Coleman
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre,
Royal College of Art
Marijke Dekker, TUDelft, GENIE
Prof Bill Green, University of Canberra
Dr Patrick Jordan
Contemporary Trends Institute
Satoshi Kose
Tokyo Building Research Centre
Chris Law, University of Wisconsin
Johan Molenbroek, TUDelft, GENIE
Päivi Tahkokallio, University of Helsinki
Lieke Voorbij, TUDelft

Chairmen

Roger Coleman
Prof Bill Green
Prof Alastair Macdonald

Prof Patricia Moore and Dr Patrick
Jordan with:
Roger Coleman
Dr Lee-Anne Harrison
Shaun Hutchinson
Helen Jones
Ozcan Konur
Cherie Lebbon
Yan Ki Lee
Dr Patrick Jordan
Prof Alastair Macdonald
Barry Menmuir
Graham Moore
Ellie Ridsdale
Louise Weissel

Special thanks to:

Vic Brent Audio-Visual Services
Julia Cassim
Rob Davies & RCA Student Union
Chris Franklin & RCA Catering
Rama Gheerawo
Rieme Gleym
Steve Gummer
John Laws
Marnic plc for supply of adhesive
tape
Ray Martin
Alison Pearce
Priya Prakash
Karen Robins for design of
conference identity
David Rodwell
Roy Snoddy and RCA security
Superchrome Service Ltd for
signage in timeline rooms
Simon Taylor
Kate Williams
And to all our speakers and delegates

See you again at Include 2003
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